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This thesis represents the results of the research activity that took place at the
University of Bologna within the 32nd Ph.D program cycle in Electronics, Telecom-
munications and Information Technologies Engineering at the University of Bologna,
Italy. The work regarding the tunnelling diode optimisation has recently won the En-
ABLES project support to produce a diode based on the output of the optimization
process presented in this work.
In recent years, the energy market has witnessed increasing demand on
green energy resources to meet the increasing requirements of modern lifestyle
without increasing reliance on oil reserves. In addition to this, the blooming
battery-less distributed sensor applications are becoming a driving force in
the market to invent energy harvesting power supplies. Out of the avail-
able energy sources, the electromagnetic energy is drawing more attention
thanks to the ease of integration with subsequent circuitry and the available
frequency range that extends into the terahertz band.
While energy harvesting in the lower gigahertz band has witnessed many
improvements leading to market-ready solutions, the terahertz harvesting is,
still, in an immature state.
The electromagnetic energy harvesting problem can be regarded as an
optimisation issue, and hence optimising all of the receiver, the propagation
medium, and the transmitter will lead to an efficient harvesting system. In
this thesis, the reason why it is beneficial to categorise rectifiers based on their
operation frequency will be explained. As will be demonstrated later, the
electromagnetic radiation frequency identifies the theory of operation and
so the rectifiers are categorised, frequency-wise, into lower and upper fre-
quency bands.
x
While the theoretical framework for the lower frequency band rectifiers is
more "uniform" with wide consensus on semiconductor physics and Maxwell’s
equations, there is a multitude of theories to explain the rectifier operation for
upper frequency bands. For the latter case, Simmons and the transfer matrix
method models are chosen and elaborated in more details. An optimisation
framework that deploys the transfer matrix method to calculate the voltage-
current relationship of a tunnelling diode and improve the relevant figures
of merit will be also suggested.
Similarly, new and novel techniques that lead to optimized wireless en-
ergy transmission will be elaborated. In this context, the time-modulated
array technique will be considered and studied, for a range of frequencies
extending to 28 GHz, as a possible substitution to the linear phased array
control circuits already known for their high losses. The novel frequency-
diverse array technique, leading to distance-dependent radiation pattern be-
haviour, will be also discovered. In the end, an account of the strengths and
weaknesses of both approaches will be presented.
In the end, a market-ready solution for an efficient energy-harvesting de-
vice working in the 2.4 GHz band is presented and tailored to work with
battery-less and wireless networking terminals in harsh electromagnetic en-
vironments. Starting from a simple and generic rectifier model, the design is
upgraded to reach an end-product prototype together with its measurements
in a real world scenario.
To, further, provide a market-ready design suite for near-future energy
harvester, an efficient and fast simulation method capable to calculate the re-
ceived power by wireless sensors is also presented. Thanks to the integral
solver simulation, the results are more accurate than typical finite difference
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In the recent years there has been an increasing demand to reduce the pollu-
tion of the environment to meet the stringent measures posed by the govern-
mental bodies throughout the world. In 2020 the cut back on greenhouse gas
should be 20% less compared to 1990 levels [1].
At the same time, the growth of the Internet of Things (IoT) has witnessed
unrivalled rates as the number of devices connected to the internet is ex-
pected to go beyond six times as many as the world population [2]. This
coincides with the bottleneck experienced by modern computer processors
to dissipate the energy resulting from the nano-scale switching circuits [3]
and necessitates a less central computation techniques such that more com-
putation at the terminals is preferred.




FIGURE 1.1: Conceptual diagram of an energy harvesting sys-
tem.
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energy sources that can stand up to these measures within this relatively lim-
ited time. In fact, there has been many trials to deploy mechanical systems
such as nonlinear oscillators to harvest energy from natural and random
vibrations [4]. These systems managed to reach efficiency levels six times
higher than the linear mechanical oscillator systems as in [5]. However, hav-
ing an electric system completely integrated on the same substrate with other
circuits would offer high flexibility both at the transmitter and receiver side
as will be explained later. In a generic sense, one may consider the electric
energy harvesting system according to the conceptual diagram shown in Fig-
ure 1.1 which sets the outline of this thesis:
• The Rx which needs to collect as much RF energy from the ambiance as
possible and convert it to DC current with minimum losses. From this
point on, this system as represented in Figure 1.2, will be referred to by
rectennas as a shorthand of the words rectifying antennas. Figure 1.2
shows the generic diagram of a rectenna system where the signal re-
ceived by the antenna is directed to the diode for which we deploy its
nonlinearity to rectify the AC waveform into a DC signal. The Low
Pass Filter (LPF) unit will clearly restrict all components higher than
the DC from passing into the load RL. Thus keeping the AC part sep-
arated from the DC one. The letters ηa, ηc,... refer to the efficiencies of
the respective parts [6].
• The Tx which needs to intelligently send the energy such as to minimize
the power losses in idle times, and to better shed the RF power in nar-
rower and more defined angles. Therefore, optimizing its transmission
time, transmission signals, circuitry, etc.
• The propagation medium which needs to be appropriately modeled.
The right modelling choice, as will be explained later in chapter 5, helps
to have both shorter simulation times and more accurate results.
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The aforementioned categorization, including Figure 1.2, remains valid
for all the radio frequencies extending from a few GHz up to the THz range.
Having said that, a frequency-based categorization may be beneficial as the
circuit topology and signal nature are frequency-dependent [6]:
• Lower frequencies up to tens of GHz in this range the receiver circuitry
is more like the classical circuitry using the typical rectification prac-
tices such as [7]. The sender is also man made, with highly-controllable
radiation characteristics.
• Higher frequencies extending to the THz range. The receiver circuitry
deploys semi-classical or completely quantum approach. The sender,
on the other hand, is usually a less controllable or a natural source (e.g.
sun radiation, hot surfaces, etc.) which follows the black body law.
1.2 Historical Notes
Due to the diverse nature of energy harvesting applications, I will showcase
them in a categorized way as follows:
1.2.1 Energy Harvesting from Natural Sources
The idea of harvesting sun or light radiation into electricity is not new, and it
may be traced back in time to the nineteenth century in 1839 when Edmond
Becquerel [8] noticed the effect of illuminating silver chloride inside an acidic
solution which resulted into generating voltage and current. From that point
on, many contributions took place to optimise the system paving the way
for a more efficient solar cell prototype by Bell Labs in 1954 [9]. Although
solar cells mechanism is simple, a critical power efficiency limitation is im-
posed because the required incident photon energy should be exactly equal to
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the energy required just to free the electron-hole pair. Otherwise, the wide-
band nature of the solar radiation will yield sub optimal efficiencies below
the 44% Shockley-Queisser limit [10] calculated for a 1.1 eV energy gap. In
practical terms this limitation is considered the major reason [11] as to why
single junction solar cells have efficiency figures around 20%. This frequency-
dependent behaviour is not only limited to p-n junction solar cells, but also




FIGURE 1.2: Generic circuit diagram for a rectenna system. (De-
veloped from [12].)
Notwithstanding all of the aforementioned facts, commercial systems are
getting more widespread and some novel designs managed to exceed 20%
efficiency [13]. Thanks to multijunction solar cells [14], efficiencies up to 40%
may be reachable. Although current commercial systems can reach up to 20%
of power efficiency -which is technically a poor figure-, their production costs
are still high with the current lowest production cost for a GaAs substrate
reaching $150 for a 6-inch wafer [15]. It should be pointed out, however, that
other alternatives, such as perovskite, may replace the typical solar cells with
reported efficiencies in excess of 20% and much cheaper production costs
[16]. Nevertheless, their lifetime is much shorter than that of their typical
counterparts.
The use of rectennas to rectify signals in the THz range dates back to the
experiment of Habbal et al. [17] in 1983. A rigorous study of THz signal rec-
tification was conducted by [18] in 1998. The antenna will be responsible to
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receive the electromagnetic radiation from the difference between rectennas
and p-n junction solar cells lies in the fact that rectennas receive the radiation
in its wave form as opposed to solar cells that deploy the quantum nature of
light. However, quantum mechanics are frequently deployed in explaining
the theory of operation of the rectifying diode as it will become clear later
on. Thus, paving the way for what is referred to as semiclassical models [19].
In these models, the radiation is perceived as an oscillating wave that inter-
acts with the charge carriers whose behaviour may be explained by quantum
mechanics.
1.2.2 Systematic Wireless Power Transfer
The concept of rectifying an electromagnetic wave into DC power in an end-
user system may be attributed to William C. Brown who proposed a rectenna
system in the first paper submitted to The Journal of Microwave Power in
1966 [20]. In his paper, Brown deploys “An array of Half-Wave Dipoles Ter-
minated in a Bridge-Rectifier Array of Point-Contact Silicon Diodes.” Al-
though the diodes that Brown uses are assembled in a bridge form, the dia-
gram of Figure 1.2 may be considered as a generic representation of rectennas
based on its simple structure and the expandability of the model to higher
frequencies.
In a later trial, Brown managed to increase the efficiency of his rectenna
system to 92% [21]. This very good figure may be attributed to a) the use of a
Schottky barrier diode that features a fast switching time as well as relatively
low voltage drop, b) the use of a filter between the dipoles and the diode
network which suggests that matching has been achieved between the two
and c) the use of a high power level to feed the parabola that was used to
wirelessly feed the helicopter over it.
This work has drawn attention to the possibility of reaching significantly
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high efficiencies at high frequencies in the microwave region. For example,
the work of Koert et al. [22] proved experimentally that an efficiency up
to 72.5% is reachable at 35 GHz. Also, more than 35% efficiency has been
reported in the experiment of Chiou & Chen [23] in 2010 at the 94 GHz band
for a dual-band design thanks to using filtering and matching techniques to
a pair of Schottky diodes at the circuit termination points. Having said that,
the best efficiency experimentally achieved in the THz range has been always
around 1% for the reasons that will be clarified later. The interested reader
may refer to [24] for a detailed representation of the work in this field.
1.3 Motivation of Work
In order to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the energy harvesting
systems studied in the research, the relationship between the achieved effi-
ciency and the operation frequency is analysed. Figure 1.3 shows that with
the progress of time, there is a trend to realize circuits that work at higher
frequencies. However, there is an opposite trend in terms of the efficiency.
That is, for higher frequencies the achieved rectification is lower. For exam-
ple, while Brown managed to achieve an efficiency around 90%, the value in
the study of Fumeaux is down to < 1% [18] for a measured experiment on
10.6 µm CO2 laser. This justifies why still the majority of THz applications
are confined to detection and sensing [25], [26].
With respect to these efficiencies, Corkish [29] suggests that the maximum
theoretical limit for efficiency is in excess of 80% for sun radiation harvesting
based on thermodynamics rules. In fact, Brown [21] has already exceeded
the 90% limit for a 2.45 GHz system. If such high figures are achievable in
the THz range, with high radiation intensity from sun radiation, or natural
thermal radiation from earth surface with intensity around 70 W m2 [30], then
a major turnover would happen in the solar energy harvesting industry.
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FIGURE 1.3: Chronological evolution of rectennas’ frequencies
and the corresponding efficiency. Colour of circles correspond
to efficiency η based on the colour bar, numbers in brackets cor-
respond to references in the bibliography. M refers to measured
results, and ? means that the reference does not say.
The motivation of this work is to search for the possible reasons why the
efficiency figure is low and try redesign the rectifier system accordingly. This
would, primarily, entail revisiting the design of the rectifier diode and sug-
gest other possible and realizable designs to improve this efficiency figure.
By doing so, the generic and most frequently used theories will be revisited
and briefly explained ,and in the end, choose the theories the offer the best
compromise between accuracy and computer complexity.
The output of this study will be a process that can be used to improve the
performance of rectifying diodes in the THz range. This improvement will
not reflect just for the higher frequency band , but it will also improve the
diode performance for the millimetre band.
Similarly, the losses that happen in traditional phased array systems work-
ing in the mm range -which will be used in fifth generation (5G) networks-
are mainly attributed to losses in the combiner circuitry [31], and gain/at-
tenuation blocks [32]. Therefore, it is important ot think of novel systems
that redesign the the synthesiser array circuit and/or generate a radiation
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pattern that focuses the power more accurately. In this regard the time-
modulated and frequency-diverse array techniques are presented and sim-
ulated to showcase their potential benefit for future wireless systems.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The following sections are organised such that the next section will be dedi-
cated to the rectenna receiving part. In the following section, the mechanism
of how nonlinearity can lead to signal rectification and hence harvest energy
will be explained. As most of the Ph.D research has been dedicated to high
frequency issues, there would be more focus on high frequency design than
on low frequency leaving the treatment of the latter to a separate section.
In chapter 2 I will also elaborate on why it is necessary to replace classical
charge carrier movement models with quantum ones for higher frequencies.
Then, the major quantum models will be visited. Out of these models, Sim-
mons [33] model will be discussed in details with the experiments we made
on its original, and enhanced forms drawing conclusions on its development
aspects. The more robust Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) method will be
also discussed in details focusing on its computation features. In the end,
a framework to optimize the rectifier diode structure will be suggested and
tried on realisable examples.
On the other hand, the power transmitter main design approaches will
be overviewed. Instead of adopting the traditional approach in which gain
and/or attenuation blocks are utilized, a new approach -namely TMA- ex-
ploiting the time/frequency characteristics of the excitation signal will be
presented. The potential benefit of this approach lies in that it does not need
any steering or attenuation circuits. Thus, offering potential power savings
for circuit losses. Another novel technique, that is FDA, which results in
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dimension-dependent radiation patterns will be also demonstrated. For both ap-
proaches, the co-simulation results will be demonstrated to identify possible
enhancements and future work applications for both.
a simple design example is given in chapter 4 .
In the last two chapters, an exemplification of near-future battery-less
sensors working at f = 2.48 GHz is given to showcase how the theory is
deployed to move from a conceptual design to a market-ready application.
Also, a helpful modelling platform specifically tailored for mid-range wire-
less powering scenarios in harsh electromagnetic environments will be pre-





In the previous section, it was demonstrated that the optimization of the re-
ceiving part efficiency is very important. However, due to the design fre-
quency dependence [6], both the device and the optimization problem would
be frequency-dependent.
To facilitate the design problem, I will start off laying out some mathe-
matical concepts which would be applicable for all optimization problems.
A brief review of the tunnelling-relevant theory will be demonstrated to ex-
plain the basics of tunnelling and quantum models utilised in the literature.
Based on the frequency value, the rectifier design approach will be cat-
egorised into low and high frequency design. The low frequency design
approach is briefly reviewed and a real-world design example is given in
chapter 4 from another activity relevant to the main Ph.D topic.
The problems that accompany higher frequencies -and are mainly anal-
ysed in this Ph.D work- will be demonstrated in the following section where
I will explain why the Simmons model [34] is less likely to be adopted for
future tunnel diode models. Then, I will explain the TMM model and the
several trials made and lead to its current state.
As the previous models apply to a dark tunnelling current, a simplified
representation of the I(V) current relationship under illumination will be
demonstrated.
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In the end, I will explain how the TMM method is adopted in an optimi-
sation process based on the FOM identified for nonlinear devices.
2.1 Preface
2.1.1 Nonlinearity Depolyment
The main functionality of this part is to convert the AC-received power, EM
radiation, into a DC signal that supplies electric energy to subsequent parts.
Be it for high or low frequencies, the rectifier exploits the nonlinear current-
voltage relationship to transfer the power from the main frequency and its
harmonics to the DC harmonic. The first analysis of the rectification and
detection of the nonlinear behaviour may be attributed to Torrey and Whit-
mer [35] as they described the I(V) relationship using Taylor’s expansion as
shown in (2.1). This approximation is very useful as it simplifies the non-
linear function to a summation of derivatives such that the mathematical
analysis is greatly simplified. In fact, the function may be represented by
more than two terms. However, the expansion beyond the second derivative
depends on the swinging range of the voltage signal, and so having higher
swinging range necessitates more terms, hence more harmonics, to have a
more accurate approximation of the original function.







where f is the I(V) function, e0 is the DC voltage level at which the ex-
pansion is found, δe is the swinging of this voltage due to the received AC
signal. To explain how more terms mean more accurate approximation, let
us assume an I(V) relationship such that I = f (V) = cos(0.5V2 + C) where
C = 0.5 is a constant. The 4th order Taylor’s expansion for this function is
Ĩ = cos(C)− sin(C)x2/2!− 3 cos(C)x4/4! and the 2nd order expansion is the
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FIGURE 2.1: Comparison between original, 2nd order, and 4th
order Taylor expansion values (a), and their corresponding er-
ror value ε from the original function (b).
same except the −3 cos(C)x4/4! term. If we compare the original, 2nd order,
and 4th order, we get the figures shown in Figure 2.1.
From Figure 2.1a , it is evident that the 4th Taylor’s expansions Ĩ(V) around
C = 0.5 shows much better approximation to the original function compared
to the 2nd expansion for a wider range of values. The more precise approx-
imation is also reflected by the minimised error values corresponding to the
2nd and the 4th error values ε2 and ε4 in Figure 2.1b respectively. Having
said that, both expansions exhibit approximate error values for input range
x < 0.35. Therefore, both functions may be used to approximate the original
as long as the error value is small.
This yields that if the input voltage variation for the nonlinear device is small,
then fewer terms of the Taylor’s expansion may be used to represent the original
function without compromising the accuracy of the approximation. This concept
explains why for the majority of nonlinear devices higher order harmonics
become more important for signals that experience large variations. There-
fore, it is common practice to approximate the I(V) response curve with a
many-order polynomial to get as similar response as possible [36], [37].
Having said that, the nonlinearity remains by far a subjective issue. That
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is, the existence or the stability of a solution can greatly differ from one sys-
tem to another based on input power level, harmonic content, and the de-
tailed curvature of the I(V) response. Fortunately, there is a good agreement
[24], [38], and [39] to quantitatively characterise the diodes using specific
criteria that a diode should satisfy to be considered a rectifier. The recti-
fier FOM are asymmetry fasym(V), nonlinearity fNL(V), and responsivity
fRES(V). They can be calculated using (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4), respectively.
In these equations the current is represented as a function of voltage I(V),
forward and reverse current values for the same voltage absolute value are
IF(V), and IR(V), respectively. The minimum FOM values required are shown
next to the respective equations, but, again, these ruling figures are just for
guidance and each device design would have its own characters.
In addition to the aforementioned FOMs, it is useful also to include the
dynamic resistance value (2.5) at a specific voltage v0 to the FOM list. It is
identified as the rate of change of the diode resistance at a specific voltage
v0 and has a major impact on the functionality of the diode as a nonlinear
device. The recommended dynamic resistance values are subject to design as
it will be demonstrated later.
fasym(V) =
∣∣∣∣ IF(V)IR(V)



















Looking at (2.1), it can be noticed that a sine voltage signal, will be raised
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to the nth power for the corresponding term. That is, the nth term will con-
tribute to the overall equation with the nth harmonic. As the nonlinear de-
vice will be connected to other external devices -could be linear, nonlinear, or
both-, it will exchange the power content of all harmonics with them. There-
fore, the overall result will be a balance between the power content of all these
harmonics. This formulates the basis of one of the most widely used steady
state systems simulation process. That is, the Harmonic Balance (HB) which
has been reviewed in [40], and is used in the NONLIN program [41].
2.1.2 Basics of Tunnelling
Before getting into further details, its important to pave the way by focus-
ing on the terminology that will be used in the subsequent sections. In this
preface I will start of with the generic and more theoretical concept, and will
gradually narrow the theory to reach the practical aspects of tunnelling de-
vices.
The difference of quantum mechanics, with respect to the classical picture,
lies in the uncertainty whether a particle, an electron for example with a spe-
cific energy, would go through a specific barrier or not. While it is a yes/no
approach from the classical view, it follows a probability function according
to quantum mechanics.
From this aspect the Schrödinger wave equation is nothing but a probability-
based function that describes the presence/absence of a particle at a specific
place in a specific moment in a probabilistic manner. Therefore, the wave
function has been developed based on the following assumptions:
• Conservation of energy before and after a quantum physical process.
• Quantization of energy such that particle energy levels are quantized
as observed at the atomic scale.












FIGURE 2.2: An electron having energy E moving in the +x
direction towards a barrier formed by the difference between
the corresponding metal work function Ψmet, and the insulator
affinity function χins.
• Particles can behave as waves as observed in electron and neutron diffrac-
tion experiments.
• Normalization of the wave function such that V includes all the space.
Presumably, the reader knows the time-dependent Schrödinger wave equa-
tion in a 3D space as shown in (2.6). Tunnelling category represents the
quantum mechanism that describes the transition of charge carriers based















+ V(r, t) = − h̄
2
2m∗
∇2 + V(r, t)
(2.7)
In (2.6) h̄ stands for Planck’s constant divided by 2π, m∗ is the particle
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effective mass1, i is the imaginary number, V is the potential energy the par-
ticle has, and Ψ is the wave function. The Ĥ shown in (2.7) represents the
Hamiltonian operator which consists of both the static energy V(r, t), and
the kinetic energy operator represented by T̂.
The solution of a time and space-dependent differential function is cum-
bersome. Fortunately, it is common practice to assume a separable form of
the wave function such that Ψ(r, t) = ψ(r) · f (t) [42], hence the generic time-
dependent formula can be solved based on the time-independent one using
a variety of techniques [42], [43], [44]. Accordingly, in a 3D space, the wave
function may be written as shown in (2.8).
−h̄2
2m
∇2ψ(r) + Vψ = Eψ(r) (2.8)
As most of the work here involves tunnelling in just one direction, we will
simplify the formula of (2.8) into that shown in (2.9) which helps to describe
the behaviour of an electron in a metal lattice when it faces an interface with





+ Vψ = Eψ(r) (2.9)
If a metal oxide layer is grown on a metal surface and then by another
metal (e.g. by sputtering techniques [45]), the resulting structure may be re-
garded as a MIM one). Figure 2.2 shows a simplified scenario of a conduction
electron inside a structure of this type. In this case, all conduction electrons
will have an energy above the Fermi level EF.
Considering just those which move towards the junction (i.e. in the pos-
itive x direction), they will be faced by the insulator which has a limited
ability to host new electrons due to the tight bonds between insulator atoms
1The effective mass represents an empirically-adjusted physical mass to account for the
forces that neighbouring particles have on the studied electron in a lattice as opposed to its
behaviour in vacuum.
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FIGURE 2.3: Real and imaginary wave function ψ(x) compo-
nents (a), and the corresponding probability p(x) (b). In both
figures the rectangular barrier is shown.
and their own electrons. From the electron point of view, this is a potential
energy transition between the metal and the insulator mediums.
In classical mechanics, the electron can move into the lattice if and only
if it has an energy E equal or greater than this potential energy transition.
However, the quantum mechanics will explain its behaviour differently as
will be shown later on. Conventionally, the aforementioned potential energy
transition is identified by the difference between the metal work function
Ψmet and the insulator affinity function χins. That is, the energy required to
free an electron from the conduction band and the insulator ability to host a
free electron into its lattice, respectively.
To solve the ψ(x) equation shown in (2.9) for the scenario of Figure 2.2,
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boundary conditions can be applied on the transition between metal and in-
sulator layers in a way that guarantees the assumptions made for the wave
equation mentioned earlier. This means that ψ(x) should be continuous,
smooth, and normalized such that
∫ ∞
−∞ ψ(x) · ψ
∗(x)dx = 1. It is, therefore,
common practice to assume a generic solution of the wave function as shown
in (2.10) for the jth layer of the medium.






Such that the wave number k j depends on the difference between the en-
ergy Ej and the potential energy Vj for the jth layer, be it metal or insulator. In
practice, it is difficult even for this simplified formula to accurately calculate
the wave function when numerical computation methods are used to solve
the boundary conditions.
An introductory model developed by [46] which deploys transmission
T and reflection R coefficients might be used as a starting point to model a
simple tunnel with One Dimensional (1D) wave function.
To simplify the calculations, we assume a Fermi level at 0 eV for a MIM
structure. In this case the electron will have zero potential energy V = 0 eV
if it is inside the metal.
In classical physics, if the potential barrier ahead of it is 0.8 eV high and
is 1 nm thick, then an electron with E = 2 eV energy will certainly be able to
traverse the junction. However, the wave function gives a different result.
Using the MATLAB model of Pujol [47], the MATLAB script in section A.1
calculates the ψ(x) value as well as the probability p(x) and puts the values
in the psi and rho variables, respectively.
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FIGURE 2.4: Probability function p(x) with respect to x (a), and
the transmission coefficient T value with respect to total energy
E (b).
Figure 2.3a shows the output of the previous script for the real and imag-
inary parts of ψ(x). The probability of the electron being at x is found from
ψ(x) · ψ∗(x) and is shown in Figure 2.3b. The previous model solves the
boundary conditions between the different layers and assumes normaliza-
tion of the probability function just inside the limited simulated distance
which extends from −2 nm to 4 nm. This justifies why the probability curve
does not nullify to zero at the interval ends.
A special case happens when the transmission coefficient T has a value
very close to one at a specific energy level E, at the same time R will be almost
zero. That is, when an electron comes, it will almost surely get transmitted
to the other side of the tunnel. This behaviour is seen with a wave function
whose amplitude |ψ(x)| remains almost constant with respect to x as shown
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in Figure 2.4.
In Figure 2.4a the transmission probability experiences its first peak at
E = 1.163 eV. Similarly in Figure 2.4b an electron with energy E = 1.163 eV
is assumed and the corresponding probability function p(x) is shown to ex-
perience very little swings before the barrier with a peak value inside the
barrier region. Outside the barrier region, the swinging average is about 0.16
and the normalization to one is conserved.
2.2 Rectifier Design
To clarify the rectifier design process, the approach will be explained based
on the frequency value such that low frequency-based applications would
have a different design process from high-frequency counterparts. As will be
explained in the next section, the threshold between low and high frequency
design approaches may be considered to be around a few hundreds GHz,
where some quantum effects begin to appear.
2.2.1 Design for Lower Frequencies
As explained earlier, the device nonlinearity is exploited to exchange the
power content between different harmonics. As rectification is mostly wanted,
then the power exchange should be in favour of maximizing the power out-
put of the DC component. To achieve this, there are many widespread recti-
fier design schematics [7]. However, the following two approaches as shown
in Figure 2.5 are the most frequent [28], [48].
In Figure 2.5a, the diode plays the rule of the nonlinear device. The overall
efficiency of the system (i.e. how much power is converted from the AC input
to DC) is identified as shown in (2.12).


















FIGURE 2.5: Common rectifier schematics for low-frequency











where VL is the DC voltage output on the load resistor RL. Assuming that
the input signal contains a range of frequencies from f = f1 to f = fmax
and that it is periodic, the corresponding input power will be the summation
of the product of all the voltage harmonics vk,in with the current harmonics’
conjugate i∗k,in multiplied by half to account for the effective power factor for
each harmonic.
Based on this description the optimization problem will be to increase η.
And so, there are some frequently-used techniques as voltage output max-
imisation [7] according to which the VL is maximised by looking for the best
values of C and RL in Figure 2.5a circuit to maximise VL = f ·
∫ 1/ f1
0 vout(t)dt.
Furthermore, in [49], the authors consider the transmitted signal for the
optimization problem and so, they look for the best relationship between har-
monics amplitudes and phases to maximize η. Their technique also takes into
account applicability to multi-diode-rectifier circuits as shown in Figure 2.5b.
A more holistic approach for optimization is taken by [50], [51], and [52]
in which a total simulation, accounting for both linear components, their mu-
tual coupling, and nonlinear components are all accounted to in one simula-
tion. And then the optimization is performed on the overall performance of
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the system using one of the widespread techniques such as inexact Newton
optimization [53].
According to the latter two approaches, the optmisation problem includes
also the generator parameters. That is, Vant and Zant. As mentioned earlier, a
real world example available in chapter 4 to optimise a two-diode rectifier at
f = 2.48 GHz explains the whole process starting from the theoretical model
to a completely-realised prototype with the reported measurements.
Almost all nonlinear devices, including Schottky devices, are based on
classical drift/diffusion theories that explain their behaviour. While p/n junc-
tion devices experience high charge carriers lifetime, Schottky devices feature
improved performance due to almost zero minority carriers, and so min-
imised carrier lifetime which dramatically improve their performance even
beyond 100 GHz [54].
However, the drift and diffusion theories which explain the behaviour of
the aforementioned devices are based on classical treatment of particle move-
ment [55], [56]. And so, their application is confined to lower frequencies,
say, tens of GHz. If higher frequencies are targeted, then different theoreti-
cal treatment must be done. Regardless of the type of carrier generation or
transition mechanism, the use of Schrödinger’s wave equation is essential at
higher frequencies where the carrier tunnel traversal time becomes close to
the signal oscillation frequency [44].
2.2.2 Design for Higher Frequencies
As mentioned in subsection 2.2.1, necessary to approach high-frequency de-
vices differently it is important to consider different factors for higher fre-
quencies rectification. This does not only hold true for carrier mobility, but
also for the nature of the harvested signal at high frequencies. Therefore, I
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will approach the design problem here from a) the nature of the radiated sig-
nal, and b) the available charge carrier models. In fact, five factors have been
identified in [6] as design rules for THz rectennas. The following subsection
overviews the main characteristics which identify the THz electromagnetic
signal.
THz Radiation Characteristics
• THz radiation is wide band:
For such frequencies, there is usually little control over the radiating
object such that the radiation may come out from any object around
the rectenna device, be it walls, floor, hot surfaces, or maybe the vis-
ible light. And the reason for this radiation is just because the object
has a temperature above 0 K where the matter particles are agitated
and so they radiate energy at very high frequencies. It is, therefore,
convenient to assume all surrounding objects to follow the black body
radiation law. It is out of the scope of this paper to discuss the theo-
retical details of this physical phenomenon and the reader may consult
[57] for further information about its equation. Figure 2.6 shows the ra-
diation intensity functionality -regardless of the values- with respect to
wavelength λ. As the root locus of the intensity peak shows, when the
radiating body temperature rises, the intensity peaks rise in amplitude
and shift to the left which represents an increase in the correspond-
ing frequency f . For a radiating body whose temperature is 7000 K,
the intensity has a sharp peak at the highest visible wavelength -violet
colour-. Conversely, a 3000 K body has a much lower intensity peak,
much wider spectrum, and the peak occurs within the invisible infra
red range.
While harvesting energy from the sun can be very rewarding based on
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FIGURE 2.6: Black body radiation law curves for different tem-
peratures.
its high intensity, attempting frequencies as high as 800 THz is quite
challenging with the available technology. On the other hand, there are
many other sources that provide a good deal of energy at lower tem-
peratures -hence lower radiation frequencies-, and have more realistic
designs to attempt. For example, the radiated heat from hot surfaces
such as those of hot engines, motors, chimneys, etc. is better harvested
than get wasted into the space and they are quite abundant. This en-
ergy source is usually referred to in the literature as waste heat energy
source [12].
Having said that, they have some challenges such as their wideband
nature as seen on the Figure 2.6, very low power level that requires very
low opening voltage for rectifying diodes, as well as their proximity to
the harvesting rectenna in any future design which in turn may lead
to diminishing returns. In practical terms, if waste heat sources are
assumed to have temperatures around 373 K, their radiation intensity
peak will be around 30 THz according to Planck’s radiation formula
[57] and the corresponding wave length λ = 10 µm.
The dielectric constant values reported for many oxides used today in
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THz diodes fabrication have contradicting values reported in the liter-
ature. For example, the niobium oxide Nb2O5, has different reported
values in each of [58], [59], and [60]. Among many other factors the
frequency under which the material was tested, the frequency plays a
major role in its value.
• THz radiation is random:
While RF antennas have a certain relationship that controls the radi-
ated electromagnetic field from all the antenna aperture points, THz
black body radiation, no matter at which frequency occurs, has a wide
band nature, is radiated by the whole surface it comes from, and can be
considered randomly polarized. Accounting for these factors will lead
to a significant impact on the rectified wave efficiency, the best size for
an antenna array to achieve optimum efficiency, and of course the ex-
pected signal amplitude at the rectifier input.
Mashaal & Gordon [61] have conducted a rigorous study to account
for this impact for sunlight. In this work, Mashaal & Gordon have
conducted a study on the solar light to identify the coherence of the
incident ray in addition to the optimal antenna size to maximise the
received power.
In their publication Mashaal & Gordon utilise the Equal time Mutual
Coherence Function (EMCF) which is identified in (2.13) based on van
Cittert-Zernike theorem. This work assumes that higher coherence fac-
tor EMCF between E(r, t) and E(r′, t) would result in higher likelihood
for a higher power at the antenna output.
Although this occurs at much higher frequencies, the results might be
extended to lower frequencies as far as the EM wave theory and black
body radiation are concerned.
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r · r′ ds (2.13)
According to van Cittert-Zernike theorem, the time-averaged product
of two fields emanating from a radiating source on two different points
of an aperture antenna is given by (2.13) where: η is the vacuum impedance,
I(s) is the irradiance of the source, r and r′ are the coordinates of the
different points of the aperture antenna, and k is the wave vector of the
incident wave. The integration is performed over the entire radiating
source surface σ.
Mashaal & Gordon [61] have found significant results by running this
integral for monochromatic and wideband sources in the visible range.
That is, the intercepted power by the antenna is proportional to the
aperture area if the aperture radius is much smaller than the average
wavelength λ̄.
However, when the aperture is much larger than the wavelength, the
intercepted power by the antenna is independent of antenna size and
relies only on the wavelength and the source irradiance. This sets limits
as to how large the aperture should be.
A more realistic approach might be reached by integrating the EMCF
function over the entire bandwidth after introducing the frequency-
dependent terms into (2.13). This has led to the EMCF curves shown
in Figure Figure 2.7 which show that the situation is not much different
for the wideband nature of light as compared to the quasi monochro-
matic cases represented on the same graph.
For waste heat sources, the distance between the source and the rectenna
array is very small. When integrating over the radiating surface, the
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λ = 0.5 µm
Solar
λ = 0.8 µm
λ = 1.3 µm
FIGURE 2.7: EMCF function curve for the quasi monochromatic
light for wavelengths λ = 1.3 µm, 0.9 µm, 0.5 µm and for solar
black body radiation. (Reprinted by permission from Springer
Nature: [61].)
aperture radius values which yield higher EMCF values will be con-
siderably smaller than those obtained for the sunlight as in Mashaal &
Gordon study [61]. This aspect shouldbe accounted for in future THz
rectenna design.
From Figure 2.7 it can be concluded -except for the lowest wavelength
λ = 0.5 µm- that for any aperture radius below 100 µm quasi monochro-
matic light is more likely to deliver higher power to this aperture than
the complete bandwidth of the solar light.
This result has been pronounced also by Divit & Novotny [62] suggest-
ing that splitting the whole solar bandwidth into smaller sub bands
would yield higher efficiencies as the case for multi junction solar cells.
This solution can be extended to be applied also to rectennas as this de-
fect relies merely on the wideband nature of light and has nothing to
do with the successor stages.
Overview of Charge Carrier Models
Although increasing the operation frequency opens up a new range for appli-
cations, the process is hampered by many challenges. For example, the classi-
cal physics approach used for describing charge transition in semiconducting
material fails to explain their behaviour at extremely high frequencies when
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the radiation wave oscillates at much higher speeds than those of charge car-
riers. Also, there is no consensus on the relationship between tunnelling
traversal time and the oscillation frequency. While Büttiker and Landauer
[63] argue an inverse relationship between the tunnelling traversal time τ
and the oscillation frequnecy ω, Truscott [44] considers that “the onset of fre-
quency dependence is not a general property of the barrier”. This means
that tunnelling at higher frequencies is still expected to happen with more
efficiency than expected by Büttiker-Landauer’s approach. Indeed, Liu’s ex-
periment [64] supports this finding where he states that “the tunnelling time
consideration is only an estimate.”
At these speeds, quantum approaches extend to explain the behaviour
based on Schrödinger equation. Equally importantly, the effect of photon
assisted tunnelling [65] which explains the behaviour of electrons crossing
a potential barrier illuminated by a radiation with frequency f . This effect
starts to get noticed even before reaching the 1 THz frequency as stated by
Habbal et al. [17].
The literature review reveals many modelling techniques based on the
carrier transmission mechanism as well as the nature of the modelled device.
To facilitate the process, I have categorized the different models as shown
in Figure 2.8 with the corresponding reference numbers next to each model
type.
Generally speaking, they can be divided into three main categories. That
is, tunnelling, geometric, and a hybrid mode which shares some features of
the previous two. For brevity, I will focus only on two models which have
been tried in this Ph.D work and the interested reader may get further details
about other models from [6].
• THz Tunnelling:
For this category and regardless of the tunnelling theory, the procedure
is the same such that the Schrödinger equation is used to calculate the































FIGURE 2.8: Categorisation of theory of operation
transmission probability of the electron and then the current density
can be found from multiplying this probability by the number of avail-
able electrons. This theoretical framework is well explained in [34], and
[66]. The current is then simply the current density multiplied by the
contact surface area.
This represents the mainstream approach for tunnelling-based current
although Heiblum et al. [76] argue that the tunnelling effect happens
at the surface edges rather than the centre part of the junction. The
experiment result of [18, Fig. 29(b)] supports this assumption where
the polarisation-dependent response component Vp seems to level out
with increasing the contact area in an asymptotic approach
Following in Figure 2.9, the diagram shows the energy band of one
type of tunnelling diodes -MIM diode-, when the diode is forward bi-
ased, the electron will tunnel from the higher barrier region identified
as ΦL, to the lower barrier region identified as ΦR. This is an asymmet-
ric diode where the barrier heights are different at both ends, and this
happens when two metal types are used.
Conversely, a symmetric diode utilises electrodes of the same metal at
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FIGURE 2.9: Energy band diagram of a metal-insulator-metal
MIM tunnelling diode. (Reprinted by permission from Elsevier:
[37].)
both ends. It is important to notice that the tunnelling will occur any-
way, with or without an illuminated junction, as long as there is enough
forward bias represented as displacement between Fermi levels of the
left and right regions by eVD and in the same direction shown in the
figure. Illumination of the junction would affect the tunnelling phe-
nomenon differently as experimentally represented [17].
• Geometric Devices:
While most of the THz-rectifying diodes’ behaviour can be explained
only with quantum physics, geometric diodes seem to have compa-
rably accurate simulation results, using the classical Drude model, to
those obtained through quantum simulations without their complexity
[73]. Geometric diodes are structurally different from other types, and
have some beneficial modelling features as it will be explained.
These devices depend on physical asymmetry to simplify the move-
ment of charge carriers into one direction more than the other. They are
primarily ballistic devices that use long mean-free path length (MFPL)
material to achieve this goal [77]. The recent development in graphene
industry and properties has fostered its use for this goal such that a ta-
pered graphene structure, as that shown in Figure 2.10, would facilitate
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the movement of electrons from the wider side to the narrower side.
FIGURE 2.10: Schematic representation of the ballistic rectifier.
(Reprinted by permission from IOP Publishing: [78].)
Technically, graphene devices have a very special feature compared
to metals and semiconductors due to linear energy dispersion relation
near the Dirac point [79]. Modelling a device with this special energy
and carrier transport features has also many approaches. However,
there seems fewer theoretical frameworks and little agreement between
experiment results and theoretical models output.
For example, Dragoman & Dragoman [78] have developed a model for
the two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) nanodevice based on Dirac
equation [72] of the wave equation for the relativistic particles. Their
model is based on Figure 2.10 where the device is sliced up into N cells
and the solution is found for each slice based on the boundary condi-
tions.
Although this method accounts for relativistic occurrences, the output
results do not agree with measurements. This has been reported by
Dragoman et al. [80] where they reported that the rectification region
is less compared to that indicated by the simulation, and the measured
current is a bit higher.
On the other hand the Monte Carlo simulation assumes electron move-
ment and collision in geometric diode according to Drude model. In
his work, Zhu [73] has developed a model where the electron collides
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with the structure boundaries, phonons, other electrons,... such that the
electron moves within the device with velocity vtot which is a compos-
ite of Fermi and current drift velocities. Stellingwerff [81] has also tried
the Monte Carlo method to simulate of his model.
Although there has been some important results from the work of Zhu
[73], no agreement has been obtained between the modelled and mea-
sured current values. The work of Stellingwerff [81] does not deliver
fundamentally different results where he argues that the simulation re-
sults provide expectation of the measured results without directly com-
paring them.
To sum up on the current state-of-the-art for this algorithm, the output
accuracy is disputed and it can be used for knowledge of the general be-
haviour of the device. Having said that, the simplicity of this method
and avoidance of the more complicated quantum description is inter-
esting.
• Hybrid Devices:
The reason we name them hybrid is because they have both features
of geometric devices -with large MFPL- and junction diodes where a
voltage drop is present at the junction between the graphene layer and
the doped semiconductor substrate. They have earned recent interest
based on their features [82]. The thermionic emission in conjunction
with Schottky-Mott model gives surprisingly good description of their
electrical properties as stated by Tongay, et al. [82].
Dragoman & Aldrigo have recently modelled this device and obtained
efficiencies in excess of 58% at 897 GHz for a graphene antenna on a
n-doped GaAs substrate [27]. The Schottky-Mott model equation used
in their study is Equation 2.14.
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I(T, V) = Agrsub · A















Where I(T, V) is the current response of the device with respect to
voltage and temperature, Agrsub is the contact surface area between the
graphene and the substrate, A∗ is the Richardson constant, T is the tem-
perature in Kelvin, φSBH is the Schottky barrier potential height, V is the
applied voltage value, η is the ideality factor and kB is the Boltzmann
constant.
Although the tried frequency is below the THz band, the modelling for
this device results in exceptional efficiencies compared to all the experi-
ments reviewed in this paper. The structure, also, takes benefit from
the small capacitance of the graphene-substrate junction. However, no
measured data is provided for this model to compare to in the THz
band. It is also expected to obtain different response at higher frequen-
cies due to the increasing impact on the wave/Dirac function wave-
forms.
• Non Equilibrium Green Function
In the Non Equilibrium Green Function (NEGF) the algorithm attempts
to solve the wave function, without involving directly the Schrödinger
equation, using the following definition for Green function as shown in
(2.15) taken from [83].
(E− Ĥ)G(E) = I (2.15)
Assuming a wave function, the time independent Schrödinger equation
can be expressed as:
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ĤΨ(r) = EΨ(r) + V (2.16)
Where V is the small perturbation introduced to help finding a solution
to this equation according to perturbation theory [84]. Now, the wave
function can be found directly from (2.17)
Ψ(r) = −G(E)V (2.17)
The theoretical framework is rigorous and will not be attempted here.
The algorithm is frequently quoted for its accuracy [85], [86]. An out-
standing feature of this modelling scheme is that it can be applicable
to “uniform illumination” as stated by Datta & Anantram [71] where
the oscillating field is expressed such as V(z, t) = V(t) = V0 cos (ωt)
or if it takes a phase-dependent form with respect to space such that
V(z, t) ∼ V0 cos (ωt− qz).
More importantly, it is applicable to other devices than tunnelling ones
such as the geometric diode simulated by Zhu et al. [77]. Yet further, the
algorithm can account for time-modulated potentials, and so it becomes
extendible for time dependent equations [71] as shown in Figure 2.8.
On the contrary, its complicated math makes it computer intensive since
it can be used to describe tunnelling, non-tunnelling, and time depen-
dent voltage scenarios.
Rectenna Under Illumination
In any of the previous cases, the barrier can be either considered constant
with time, for which case the models of Simmons, Sanchez, TMM, and Quan-
tum Tunnelling Boundary Method (QTBM) are applicable. On the other
hand, an oscillating barrier entails the use of the Photon Assisted Tunneling
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(PAT) [69], Flouquet [43], or Mayer [70] models, as shown in Figure 2.8, if the
barrier oscillates with extremely high frequency compared to the tunnelling
traversal time [87].
The latter case entails the assumption that a phase change in the oscillat-
ing barrier may happen during tunnelling. A rigorous study has been made
early in 1963 by Tien & Gordon [69] to find out a relationship between the bar-
rier oscillation frequency and the tunnelling current assuming a time-space
separable form of the wave function as shown in (2.18).
Ψ(r, t) = f (r).e
−iEt
h̄ (2.18)
Where Ψ(r, t) is the modelled wave function, f (r) is a spatial function, E
is the quasi-particle energy, i is the imaginary number, and h̄ is the reduced
Planck’s constant. The introduction of an oscillating perturbation into the
Hamiltonian results in the following equation (2.19).
Ĥ = Ĥ0 + eVcosωt (2.19)
Tien & Gordon [69] support their space-independent perturbation ap-
proach by the assumption that the wave function drops very sharply at both
ends of the tunnel, so the interaction with the electric field is so small that it
happens just inside and around the very thin insulation (oxide) layer. Based
on that they put the following form for the wave equation as shown in (2.20).














where Jn represents the nth order Bessel function of the first kind. Without
delving too much into the math, the current value for a tunnelling device
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under illumination is found to be dependent on both the photon energy rep-
resented by its frequency ω and the oscillation amplitude Vω.
The illumination current is found out from Tien & Gordon [69] model as
shown in (2.21) and is frequently used to explain the experiments outputs up

















Where the Iillum is the resultant illumination current, q is the particle
charge -the electron charge in this case-, VD is the DC voltage across the tun-
nel. The terms are summed from −∞ to +∞ to scan all the possible wave
function modes.
In physical terms, the illumination current is the composite result of emit-
ting and/or absorbing photons with frequency ω such that the n < 0 terms
represent the absorption of photons and n > 0 represents their emission. The
amplitude of the Bessel function for each term represents the likelihood of the
corresponding occurrence (i.e. a photon gets absorbed/emitted).
Another issue is how many terms shall be included in a calculation? This
by far depends on the value of the nth Bessel function with respect to the fun-
damental one where the voltage amplitude has a major impact. Empirically,
Joshi & Moddel [88] use values n = −1, 0, 1 in their model.
To represent this impact, Let’s assume an ideal 2nd order nonlinear diode
as shown in (2.22). Assuming a rapidly oscillating AC signal with hundreds
of GHz frequency, and an oscillation amplitude Vω = 2.48 mV the term
qVw
h̄ω
will have a significant value about 1.5 which makes the contribution of Bessel
function significant with their values around 0.56, 0.51, and 0.56 for J−1, J0,
and J+1 respectively. Furthermore, the
q
h̄ω term will result in displacing the
I(V) response through the
(
VD + n h̄ωq
)
term to the right or left with respect
to the applied DC voltage value depending on whether a photon absorption
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n = −1 or emission n = +1 occurs. In other words, we will have a non-zero




0 V ≤ 0
V2 V ≥ 0
(2.22)
In the following model we simplify the photon-particle interaction to just
first order in the sense that just one photon emission/absorption is allowed
at a time. The overall result, in this case, will be a raised I(V) curve around
zero. The value how much it gets raised depends on the oscillation frequency,
oscillation amplitude, and the resulting Bessel function’s values. As the fre-
quency increases and so the impinging photons have higher energy, the con-
tribution of PAT in this always-increasing function is a raised knee particu-
larly around zero.
Figure 2.11a shows how the increased impinging illumination frequency
even for the same amplitude Vω increases the current value at zero due to the
assisted tunnelling process with respect to the dark tunnelling current. For
an illumination at 1 THz the simulated current value is 1.407 µA at 0 V bias-
ing. Also, increasing the oscillation amplitude will result in a corresponding
increase in the tunnelling current as shown in Figure 2.11b.
Of course, this approach tends to take the classical view when the photon
energy (i.e. oscillation frequency) is smaller. The return to the classical ap-
proach may be obtained from the aforementioned dynamic resistance FOM
shown in (2.5), which takes the form shown in (2.23) in this PAT semi classi-




Idark(VD + Vph)− Idark(VD −Vph)
(2.23)




















































Vω = 1.24 mV
Vω = 2.48 mV
(b)
FIGURE 2.11: Impact of changing the oscillation (illuminating
wave) frequency on tunnelling current (a). Impact of changing
the oscillation amplitude Vω on the tunnelling current (b).
As the frequency drops, the photon energy and hence the Vph value is
reduced. For small enough values, we can consider Vph to be dV and so
RPATD (VD) can be written as shown in (2.24) which properly represents the
inverse of the derivative of current with respect to voltage at VD.
RPATD (VD) =
2dV







Contrary to the easier approaches of tunnelling under no illumination,
this concept results into a nonlocal functionality of current to voltage where
the notation I(V) becomes no longer accurate because it represents an in-
stantaneous dependency; whereas the current I depends on the current and
previous values of voltages in this model. The functionality represented in
(2.21) is in the frequency domain such that the current harmonics are found
instead of its time dependent value which is attempted by Tucker & Feldman
[65] and takes a more complicated form.
Nevertheless, they assume that higher order nonlocal harmonics of this
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system are less important as the frequency gets extremely high and the ex-




This model has been proposed by John Simmons [34] to find the I(V) curve
of a diode consisting of a thin insulating film between two metal electrodes.
In his paper, Simmons assumes a potential barrier which takes into account
the image forces [90] and formulates its approximation using a continuous
function. The resulting current of the applied voltage is calculated by find-
ing the probability of an electron passing through the tunnel -using Wentzel,
Kramers, and Brillouin (WKB) approach [91]-, and multiply it by the number
of the available free electrons. The likelihood function is developed form the
Schrödinger equation assuming that the electrons transfer happens only in
the x direction.
While it is a frequently cited model in the literature, there seems to be
many limitations to be used in an accurate diode modelling. In this section I
will briefly explain how the model was developed starting from the potential
barrier formula, and the WKB approach and will show the results of some
simulations of this models and their important outcomes.
2.3.2 Potential Barrier Formula
As shown in subsection 2.1.2, a potential barrier would formulate when a
thin oxide layer is grown on metal surface. If another metal layer is created
on the opposite oxide surface, the thin oxide layer will play a barrier role
in front of metal electrons. Assuming that each metal has a different work
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function value, the potential barrier height2 may be described according to
(2.25) which works for both symmetric and asymmetric diodes3.





φi = Ψi − χins (2.26)
Where φi represents the difference of the i metal work function from the
insulator affinity function χins. The Simmons model takes into account the
image forces lowering effect in the potential barrier model. That is, due to the
presence of an electron cloud in the metal lattice next to the junction with the
insulator, new charge carrier positions are evacuated in the insulator lattice
and hence giving more room to the metal electrons to move into the insulator
lattice.
The impact is basically a lowered potential barrier to facilitate the move of
electrons throughout the tunnel. According to the model used in [58] and [39]
an image force lowering term may be added to (2.25) such that it becomes:





In (2.27) x refers to the position at which the potential is evaluated, L is
the oxide thickness, and K is the relative dielectric constant. Assuming a
Nb/Nb2O5/Au MIM diode such that the potential barriers of the left and
right metals are φ1 = 0.75 eV and φ2 = 0.275 eV respectively [39, Table II], a
potential barrier is generated as shown in Figure 2.12.
When the diode electrodes are zero biased, the resulting potential barrier
without image forces is that shown in black trapezoid in Figure 2.12. Adding
2The potential here has an eV unit not V
3When the two metals are the same the diode is called symmetric, and vice versa.
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FIGURE 2.12: Potential barrier for a Nb/Nb2O5/Au structure
with L = 5 nm insulator thickness assuming different image
forces values.
image forces to the calculation will directly drop the barrier and will reduce
the distance of the positive potential value ∆S above the higher Fermi level.
The lowering is more for smaller dielectric constant values as shown in the
same figure. This, in fact, has two outcomes:
• Physical outcome where the potential is reduced and the tunnelling
current is increased.
• Mathematical outcome such that it is possible to have negative poten-
tial for all the tunnel width, and this leads to mathematical complica-
tions when realizing this model on computer.
2.3.3 Tunnelling Current
In order to find the tunnelling current, the following electron tunnelling prob-











Where, Ex is the energy component of the incident electron in the x direc-
tion.
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[ f (E)− f (E + eV)]dEr (2.29)
Where Em represents the maximum electron energy available in the elec-
trode, Er is a polar energy component found in xy coordinates to calculate
the electron distribution function, f (E + eV), and f (E) represent the Fermi
electron distribution function values in the right and left electrodes, respec-
tively.4 The calculation treatment will lead to the Jtun equation shown in










J0 = 6.2× 10−10 AÅ
2
V−1cm−2 (2.31)





In (2.30) the barrier height is considered for the whole tunnel based on an
averaged value of the potential barrier shape in the form of an integral (2.33).
In addition to this value, there is the thermionic contribution of the elec-
tron thermal agitation which increases the overall current value based on the






4for further information about the calculus, the reader is advised to read from [33].
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And the overall tunnelling current density value will be:
Jtot = Jtun + Jth (2.35)
Where Vφmax is the maximum value of the potential barrier with respect to
the negative biased electrode, and V is the voltage applied to the diode. Us-
ing the MATLAB script available in Appendix A, and the parameters shown
in Table 2.1, the I(V) response is that shown in Figure 2.13.
Parameter Value
T = 300 K
φNb = 0.275 eV
φAu = 0.75 eV
L = 5 nm
K = 8
TABLE 2.1: Used parameters in Simmons model.
As shown in Figure 2.13, the model experiences an abrupt change around
V = 2.4 V. In fact, there is a sign change in the tunnelling current value but
is represented here by this squint as we draw the absolute current value on
a semi logarithmic scale. This happens when the (V̄ + |V|) term becomes
larger than the V̄ one in (2.30). The physical meaning of this change is dis-
putable.
Moreover, the barrier potential for V values higher than 3 V does not in-
tersect with the higher Fermi level, in which case we will have an unsolvable
system in which ∆S = 0 although physically it should be continuous. In
fact, these mathematical aspects cause instability in the HB solver, and the
subsequent optimization runs. Having said that, Simmons [34] argues that
the model works only for small voltages, and another equation is found for
higher differences.
However, for the reasons that will be explained in subsection 2.3.4 we
are just interested in the realization around zero volt. Luckily, a possible
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FIGURE 2.13: The I(V) relation according to Simmons model
using the parameters shown in Table 2.1. A rapid current dis-
continuity occurs as shown.
mathematical solution is suggested to limit the HB variation from going too
far from the zero point.
Since the HB algorithm tries diverse and high voltage values during the
search for a solution, a retro-fitted amendment has been introduced to the
model to prevent the algorithm from directly imposing high voltage values
on the I(V) model. Equation (2.36) shows the relationship between the im-
posed voltage level by the HB algorithm - called state variable in the respec-
tive literature - and the voltage applied to the I(V) model of the diode.
V =

x : x ≤ vm
tan−1(Gx + D) + β : x > vm
(2.36)














FIGURE 2.14: The THz rectifier equivalent circuit
In (2.36) x refers to the state variable imposed by the algorithm and the
values of G, β and D variables are defined as follows:




G = cot2(vm) + 1 (2.38)
D = cot(vm)− (cot2(vm) + 1)vm (2.39)
Where vm is the value at which the function turns from linear to trigono-
metric relationship, and it is left to the developer to decide the value that re-
sults in the best performance for the algorithm. This amendment is designed
such that continuity and derivability is guaranteed in order not to disturb the
HB algorithm while solving, it further ensures that the applied voltage never
exceeds ±2vm arctangent asymptote. The accuracy of the solution is also not
compromised for small voltages because V = x ∀x ≤ vm.
2.3.4 Modelled Circuit And Results Discussion
After obtaining the DC response of the diode, an AC analysis of the sys-
tem performance is important. Before getting to the details of the mod-
elled circuit, we have to identify the expected voltage level at the rectifier in-
put. Given the assumptions explained in section 2.2.2, then a surface whose
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temperature is around 100 ◦C, will have a peak radiation intensity around
f = 30 THz.
If a dipole is designed to resonate at such frequency, it will have an effec-
tive aperture:
Ae f f = 13(
c
f
)2 = 1.3× 10−9 m2 (2.40)
According to Byrnes et al. [30] the earth thermal radiation power density is
about Pearth = 70 W m−2 for a range of radiation from 8 µm to 13 µm. There-









37.5− 23.076 = 1.4 W m
−2
(2.41)
Hence, for a lossless antenna, the available power to the antenna ports (i.e.
rectifier input) is:
PA = Ae f f × PW = 1.82× 10−9 W (2.42)
The available power to the rectifier input according to (2.42) yields an ex-
tremely small voltage variation which has to operate the diode in the non-
linear area. It could be argued that an antenna array will resolve this issue.
However, according to the discussion made in section 2.2.2, there are limits
as to how large an array is useful. Therefore, it is important to overcome the
diode turn on voltage level issue to increase the overall efficiency yield of the
rectenna system.
Figure 2.14a shows the modelled rectifier circuit on NONLIN [41]. The
antenna that receives the radiation is represented by the voltage source Vant
oscillating at f = 30 THz and its resistive and reactive components are Ra, La,
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and Ca, respectively. The tunnelling diode is referred to by DMIM with the pa-
rameters shown in Table 2.1, has an I(V) response as explained earlier, a par-
asitic junction capacitor Cj corresponding to an area Aj = 6.35× 10−9 cm2,
and a parasitic inductive effect of the output leads Lc. The load of this diode
is a capacitor CL and a resistor RL with values to be identified according to an
optimization process. Assuming an almost ideal voltage source with the re-
active and resistive values very small and that it has an oscillation amplitude
of 20 mV the simulated circuit yields very small power output.
With further investigations it turned out that the diode, whose equivalent
circuit is shown in Figure 2.14b, has very unbalanced linear and nonlinear
impedance values. That is, while the calculated dynamic resistance accord-
ing to (2.5) experiences high values as shown in Figure 2.15, the parasitic




= 9.066× 10−11 F (2.43)




= 5.852× 10−5 Ω (2.44)









6.35× 10−5 ≈ 574 kΩ (2.45)
In other words, there is a huge difference more than eight orders of mag-
nitude between the nonlinear tunnelling current iD and the linear reactive
current ic in Figure 2.14b. Consequently, the exploitation of the nonlinearity
as explained earlier happens for just a very small portion of the AC current.
In order to prove this concept, a kind of scaling was done for both val-
ues by varying, independently, the surface area A in the I(V) equation and
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FIGURE 2.15: The dynamic resistance of the modelled diode.
Cj eqution to bring them to closer order. Although not physically realizable
but points out an important issue. Table 2.2 shows the rescaled RD and Cj
values and the output of circuit optimization targeting load resistance, an-
tenna impedance, and oscillation amplitude. In Table 2.2 a return loss value
of 9.17 dB is possible as shown in the highlighted row under these conditions.
Input Performance Optimization output*
Vin PDC RL† RL La Ca
V dBm dB Ω nH aF
0.02 −7.22 1.71 9.99 3.79 7.49
0.02 9.07 9.17 4.54 4.16 6.81
0.03 8.48 4.69 Almost no change
0.04 7.90 3.24 Almost no change
0.05 7.406 2.49 Almost no change
* After rescaling RD = 7.107 Ω, Cj = 74.65 fF
† Return Loss
TABLE 2.2: Circuit optimization results using a diode with
rescaled RD and Cj values.
the same band of frequency with quality factor Q = 100 is used to receive
such radiation.
According to the calculation made in (2.44), this diode is structurally lim-
ited from operating in the THz range as the linear reactive current is many
orders of magnitude higher than the nonlinear component. This limitation
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is not for this very case and it actually extends to other MIM diodes as ex-
plained by Moddel [12, Chapter 3]. A possible workaround can be to go for
multi insulator diodes referred to as MIIM diodes. This would yield twofold
benefit as we will get:
• Higher degree of freedom for the oxide layer thickness and substance
which will result in more control of the nonlinear current FOM. Hence,
improved nonlinearity.
• Lower capacitive effect as two laminated insulators will reduce the ca-
pacitor value [92] and so reduce the reactive linear current flow.
Having said that, the dependence of Simmons model on the WKB approach
makes it difficult to extend the model to multi-insulator structures. This sug-
gests the use of other computation models even though they would be more
complicated and computer intensive.
2.4 Transfer matrix method
2.4.1 Overview
In section 2.3 we have demonstrated the strengths of Simmons model and
the shortcomings as for the difficulty to take on new approaches to correct
the potential barrier profile. Also, some other models, rather more intricate,
have been briefly demonstrated pointing out the difficulty to quickly model
the tunnelling phenomenon.
Out of these models, the TMM seems to offer good compromise between
accuracy, ease of implementation on computer, and simulation time [37].
In comparison with Simmons model which adopts the WKB approach, the
TMM approach is centred upon the potential barrier profile that is sliced into
smaller sub profiles. In this piece-wise-like approach the profile nonlinearity




















0 1 j− 2 j− 1 j
FIGURE 2.16: Continuous, discrete constant, and discrete linear
potential barrier profile for the Nb/Nb2O5/Au diode example
demonstrated in section 2.3.
inside each slice can be approximated by a linear profile without compromis-
ing accuracy very much.
In this case, a simpler model for the tunnelling problem described by a
transfer matrix is found for each slice. The overall system behaviour is sim-
ply the product of these concatenated matrices and the tunnelling current
density can be found from the overall tunnelling probability.
The strength of the TMM approach lies in its adaptability to the potential
profile regardless of its eventual variations be they caused by substance lat-
tice imperfection, or deliberately made by depositing different material. This
makes the model fit for single, double, triple insulator diodes or even if a
metal layer is deposited in between. However, there are many versions of
the method and they behave differently as we will see shortly.
For example, as shown in Figure 2.16, the continuous potential barrier
curve may be approached by a discrete piece-wise linear approach or by a
simpler discrete constant approach. While the former approach yields the
use of Airy functions [93], [67] it has been noted, that its performance is
the same as the simpler constant approach (i.e. the dotted stairs plot in Fig-
ure 2.16).
In this section, I will start off laying out the theoretical background for the
method. The theoretical background will be used in a fixed mesh technique
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and simulation results will be given for a specific MIIM diode structure. In
contrast, an adaptive mesh technique will be explained and applied to the
same structure to monitor the differences. Finally, a transmission probabil-
ity comparison between both approaches will be given in order justify the
chosen model to adopt for the optimization process that will take place later
on.
2.4.2 Transmission Matrix Formalism
The formalism here is based on the assumption made in subsection 2.1.2
when a travelling electron with energy E meets a barrier with a different po-
tential energy V. That is, a transition in the potential energy value occurs as
demonstrated in Figure 2.16. According to this paradigm, the potential pro-
file is sliced into sub ranges, where inside each range the potential is assumed
linear.
As a potential transition occurs between two neighbouring slices, it is im-
portant for the wave function to have a physical meaning not only inside
each slice, but also at the interface with adjacent slices. And so it should be:
• Continuous at the interface so that it is equal if calculated from the left
side or the right side even if it experiences a wave vector (2.11) value
change.
• Smooth at the interface so that the derivation of the wave function is
equal at both interface sides.
Therefore, based on the continuity condition at x of the j− 1th interface be-
tween j− 1 and j regions shown in Figure 2.16 one can write:
ψj−1(xj−1) = ψj(xj−1) (2.46)
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Assuming a general solution as shown in (2.10), the wave function at an in-
terface point can be written as follows:
ψj(x) = Ajepj(xj) + Bje−pj(xj) (2.48)
Where





(Vj − E) (2.50)
Therefore, for the continuity condition the following should be true:
Aj−1epj−1(xj−1) + Bj−1e−pj−1(xj−1) = Ajepj(xj−1) + Bje−pj(xj−1) (2.51)
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Solving both (2.51) and (2.54) such that we isolate Aj and Bj with respect


























β = epj−1(xj−1) (2.57)
The aforementioned relationships are mostly represented in the literature in

















In fact most of the literature [46], [67], [94] presents a similar treatment
framework to the one done here. The outcome of this approach is a se-
ries of transfer matrices multiplied by each other. Assuming a system of
N slices, solving the whole system will lead to a relationship between the
coefficients at the input of the tunnel A0, and B0 which represent the wave
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function in the metal lattice right before entering the tunnel, and the output
coefficients AN+1 and BN+1 at the opposite metal side right after exiting the
tunnel. Therefore, the system of equations will look like:
AN+1
BN+1

















By solving these equations, an electron having energy E would have a






Then, applying the boundary condition on the entire system will help us
to minimize the number of unknowns. In other words, to avoid having an
infinitely extending wave function in the +∞ direction, we place BN+1 = 0.
Similarly, from (2.60) only the ratio between AN+1 and A0 is interesting and it
cannot be any value as the normalization of the wave function is compulsory
(i.e.
∫
x ψ(x) · ψ
∗(x)dx = 1).
2.4.3 Current Density Calculation
After solving the matrix system in (2.59), the current density flowing from
left to right is the difference between the two currents that flow in opposite
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E1, ε1 E2, ε2 E2, ε2
D
x1, V1 x2, V2 x3, V3
FIGURE 2.17: laminated insulators with different dielectric con-
stants. The potential difference on the structure is subject to the
displacement conservation vector D.









{ fL(E)− fR(E + V)} (2.61)
Where m∗M is the effective electron mass inside the metal lattice
5. Equa-
tion 2.61 means that the current density is identified by summing up (inte-
gral) the current values corresponding to the electrons that have energy Ex
and manage to pass the tunnel with probability T(Ex). The population of elec-
trons which has this energy is identified by the Fermi distribution function












For simplicity, in the aforementioned equations the Fermi level EFL is con-
sidered constant even if the right and left metal substances are different.This
treatment will be used to calculate the tunnelling current density. In fact,
the current calculation remains constant regardless of how we calculate the
transfer matrix.
5For simplicity, the left and right metals effective electron mass is considered equal in
(2.61).
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2.4.4 Transmission Probability Calculation Using Fixed Step
As mentioned in the overview, a simplified model using fixed mesh for slic-
ing the potential profile is possible. This mechanism is a good introduction
to understand the overall performance of the transmission matrix system.
The potential profile equation may be found in a way similar to that done in
(2.27), baring in mind that:
• Simmons model assumes a multi-charge effect when calculating the
images forces lowering effect which leads to a complicated equation
that needs curve fitting. However, as stated in [95] and used in [37], a
simpler yet enough accurate image forces lowering model as in Equa-
tion 2.63 may be adopted with the impact of just one charge, assuming












• When two insulators with two different dielectric constants are in con-
tact, the potential value inside each must be normalized to ensure con-
servation of the electric displacement field D. In Figure 2.17, the overall
potential applied to the structure is:
V = V1 + V2 + V3 (2.64)
According to Maxwell’s equation, the displacement vector inside the
insulator should remain constant. In other words, for adjacent insulator







a uniform E inside each insulator and that εj = ε0 · Kj, the following
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may be written starting from (2.64):



























This yields that for each layer we have Vj which is dependent on the di-
electric constant Kj and the corresponding layer thickness Lj such that:




It is worth noting that cumulative value of (2.66) is Vbias + ΨL − ΨR
where Vbias is the bias voltage applied to the structure.
To calculate the potential value V(x) at x assuming an external bias Vbias,
the linear potential energy drop proportional to x is calculated as shown
in (2.67) where xn refers to the the x value at the interface between the nth
(whose thickness is Ln) and n + 1th insulator layers. Applying the aforemen-
tioned equations, the potential profile may be found as shown in (2.67).
V(x) =

Vbias : x < 0







: 0 ≤ x < Ln
0 : x ≥ L
(2.67)
Where ΨL is the work function of the left side metal, and χn is correspond-
ing affinity function. Now that the potential profile is developed for all the
structure, taking into account the image forces lowering effect, the total po-
tential is simply the addition of the voltage values in (2.63) and (2.67) as in
(2.68). A further clarification of this calculation maybe found in the attached
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FIGURE 2.18: Energy diagram, potential profile, image forces
lowering, and the total potential for a Al/NbO5/Al2O3/Al
MIIM diode.
source code in Appendix A.
Vtot(x) = V(x) + VIF(x) (2.68)
Assuming a multi-insulator diode made of Al/NbO5/Al2O3/Al with all
the work and affinity function values given in Table 2.3, it is possible to find
the potential profile using (2.68), which gives the results shown in Figure 2.18
for a structure under V = 0 V potential.
It should be noted, that the image forces solution (2.63) also gives discon-
tinuity right at the interfaces with side metals with value−∞V. To overcome
this issue, it is assumed that th potential cannot go below 0 around the inter-
faces. When forcing this assumption, a rapid change in the lowering curve
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Material Property Value
Al Ψ 5 eV
Nb2 O5 χ 4.44 eV
K 25
Al2 O3 χ 2.32 eV
K 9.7
TABLE 2.3: Input parameters used for the potential profile cal-
culation.







FIGURE 2.19: Tunnelling probability for a Al/Nb2O5/Al2O3/Al
MIIM diode for Ex level ranging from 12 eV to 15 eV.
occurs (as shown with the arrows in Figure 2.18c) such that a minimum zero
potential level is guaranteed
Assuming a constant energy step 1× 10−3 eV to calculate the tunnelling
probability T(Ex), the tunnelling probability ranging from 12 eV to 15 eV is
found from Figure 2.19.
2.4.5 Transmission Probability Calculation Using Adaptive
Step
The demonstrated framework is viable as long as the method gives us accu-
rate results and stable performance. It has been reported in [96], and [97] that
the method may experience instabilities. In our case, these are represented
by infinitely large numbers or not being able to identify singularities for the
matrix effectively. A possible workaround might be as denoted in [98] where
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FIGURE 2.20: Potential profile, for an adaptive mesh simulation
system for a Al/NbO5/Al2O3/Al MIIM diode.
an adaptive energy step is used based on the ratio of the overall transfer coef-
ficients for two adjacent energy values. The energy step is doubled or halved
based on this ratio.
Another issue arises when a too large slice is adopted in the simulation.
Probst [99] highlighted two boundary values for the slice thickness such that
it should be:
• Small enough where its potential variation is ∝ 1/(dV/dX).
• Large enough to ensure a large wave decay proportional to the inverse
of κj in (2.50).
Figure 2.20 shows how an adaptive mesh looks on the same potential pro-
file presented earlier in Figure 2.18 where the slice width is different between
the first and second insulator layer. In fact, solving the same problem using
adaptive stepping for both energy integration and slice thickness seems to of-
fer better accuracy in terms of matrix singular values as shown in Figure 2.21.
If relatively large step size = 0.2 nm is used together with dEx = 0.01 eV,
the transmission probability function curve is significantly different from the
adaptive case. Reducing the energy step size does not seem to approach the
all adaptive case.
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dEx = 0.01 eV & dxj = 0.2 nm
dEx = 0.001 eV & dxj = 0.2 nm
adaptive dEx & dxj
adaptive dEx
adaptive dxj
FIGURE 2.21: Tunnelling probability for a Al/Nb2O5/Al2O3/Al
MIIM diode for Ex level ranging from 12 eV to 15 eV using
adaptive steps for both the energy level and the potential pro-
file.
On the other hand, hybrid cases, that result from fixing one variable step
and adapting the other, behave differently. Fixing the mesh step and adapt-
ing the energy step does not significantly change the behaviour with respect
to the all fixed case. However, fixing the energy step to dEx = 0.01 eV and
adapting the mesh step has a significant closeness to the all adaptive case as
shown in Figure 2.21.
Furthermore, while the local maxima/minima are rather synchronised for
fixed and adaptive cases for energies up to 12 eV, their behaviour is different
for higher values. For example, at 14 eV the adaptive model gives a local
maximum while the fixed mesh model almost gives a local minimum.
In the end, assuming the adaptive results as a reference model, they take
a lot of time to simulate on a computer which renders considerable difficulty
to optimize the structure in a sensible time.
2.5 Structure Optimization
2.5.1 Overview
We have also seen that the use of TMM method enables simulation of multi-
insulator tunnelling structures which have manifold advantages as explained
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in subsection 2.4.1. Thus, we get enhanced and better controlled nonlinear-
ity, and decreased linearity resulting from the junction series-capacitor effect
[92].
In light of that, it would be beneficial to systematically search for the best
compromise between the used materials and the best performance as set by
the user which can be achieved by an optimization algorithm. In fact, there
are many optimization algorithms circulated in the academic literature, out
of which I choose the GA because:
• It is a heuristic algorithm that does not depend on the derivative of
the objective function to find the solution. This is important because
of the complicated and less-predictable dependency of the wave func-
tion ψ(x) on a series of integral/differential calculations starting from
FOMs, and involving current density integrals, and complex inverse
matrix calculations to the solve the TMM system.
• The solution space is inherently discrete as types of metals and insu-
lators are identified by indexes as well as their thicknesses which are
assumed to be multiples of 0.1 nm. This assumption is based on the
fact that atomic diameter for metals in many cases exceed 0.1 nm [100].
In this section, I will explain how to implement an automatic two nested
loop procedure exploiting the TMM method and the GA algorithm as inner
and outer loops, respectively. In the proposed approach, the GA searches for
the best solution based on the MATLAB R© optimization toolbox [101].
The developed program reads a list of possible solution metals and insu-
lators names and parameters, targeted FOM values, their priorities based on
a weighting value, and all the necessary information to control the function-
ality of the GA. The program, then, invokes another set of programs taken
from [98] which utilizes the TMM to evaluate the tunnel diode J(V) relation-
ship.












FIGURE 2.22: Schematic diagram of the optimization program
used.
Based on the found J(V) all FOMs are calculated as explained later. The
novelty here is the introduction of a heuristic optimization technique on the
TMM model to search for the best achievable FOM figures based on user’s
preferences.
2.5.2 System Description
As shown Figure 2.22, the optimizer system is made of several functions
which communicate with each other to provide the required information to
the GA that searches for the solution. The data is presented to the system in
terms of a simple ASCII file. This file contains all the physical parameters
needed to run the optimization such as metal work functions, effective mass,
insulators electron affinities, dielectric constant, etc.
It is also responsible to define the possible solution space X to search for
at least good enough solution.
This solution space is presented to the GA in terms of upper and lower
boundary values to search within by the GA. In order to search for the solu-
tion the GA throws the kth possible candidate solution to the objective func-
tion in the form of a vector xk ∈ X. The objective function invokes the TMM
for every voltage set by the user already imported from the data input file
and gets the corresponding current value. The fitness value function is eval-
uated according to (2.69).







where C(xk) is the objective function value output for the kth instance, P =
α, χ, γ, RD is the set of FOMs targeted for optimization which are asymmetry,
nonlinearity, responsivity, and dynamic resistance, respectively.
These values are a function of the corresponding voltage. However, the
program takes just the maximum value and calculates the corresponding ob-
jective function shown in (2.69). For each optimization target p ∈ P, the
function will evaluate the cost by finding the value for the kth instance of the
pth FOM Pkp(xk). The cost is simply the normalized absolute difference be-
tween the found value Pkp(xk) and the target value read from the optimizer
input file trp. The contribution of this cost is then weighted by the value read
from the optimizer input file wp. SFp represents a step function for the pth
FOM which always takes the value 1 until the corresponding target is equal
to or larger than the target value trp(having higher FOM is even better), and
so the objective function is minimized. The only exception is the value of
the dynamic resistance RD where SFp is negated to favour lower resistance
values.
The system is built to host for optimization process up to three intermedi-
ate layers between the metal electrodes (i.e., MIIIM diode). This necessitates
a 9-dimensional space to search in for the solution. In other words, each vec-
tor instance xk has nine components that identify:
1. the number of insulating layers.
2. the left electrode metal identifier.
3. right electrode metal identifier
4. first insulator identifier.
5. first insulator thickness.
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6. second insulator identifier.
7. second insulator thickness.
8. third insulator identifier.
9. third insulator thickness.
All the components including thicknesses are integers as stated earlier. Iden-
tifiers and number of layers are necessarily integers.
Figure 2.20 shows the reproduced potential profile for the parameters
taken from [102] for a Al/4 nm/Nb2O5/1 nm/Al2O3/Al MIIM diode after ap-
plying a 0.3V bias voltage. Evidently, the profile is not equally sliced across
the whole range due to the adaptive mesh approach. Also, with respect to
[102] the effect of image force lowering causes the chamfered corners of the
profile as shown in Figure 2.20. This lowering effect reduces the average bar-
rier thickness that the tunnelling electron has to traverse, and so increases
the tunnelling current value subject to the solution of Schrödinger’s time-
independent equation.
Afterwards, the potential value at each slice interface -with the corre-
sponding thickness of each slice- is fed into the TMM method to find the
tunnelling electron transmission probability T(Ex) along x which is used to
evaluate the tunnelling current value as explained in subsection 2.4.3. Solv-
ing the TMM model is based on near-diagonal square matrix method [99]




Tab.2.4 shows two scenarios which have been tried in the process to evaluate
the system performance. For each scenario, there is a group of metals which






1 Nb Ψ 4.33 eV
NbN Ψ 4.7 eV






2 Al Ψ 5 eV
Nb2 O5 χ 4.44 eV
K 25
Al2 O3 χ 2.32 eV
K 9.7
TABLE 2.4: Input parameters used for the GA optimizer.
consists of one or more metals and each metal is represented by its work
function value Ψ. Similarly, the scenario also contains a group of one or more
insulators which are represented by their electron affinity χ, and dielectric
constant K.
The first scenario assumes a single insulator diode formed from niobium
nitride NbN, and niobium metal electrodes, and in between a niobium oxide
Nb2O5 layer is assumed and is based on the parameters used in [37]. The
optimizer tries also different thicknesses ranging from 0.1 nm to 3 nm with
0.1 nm step size.
Scenario 2 is for an MIIM diode with aluminium metal electrodes: the
choice of metals, insulators, and insulating thicknesses is made by the opti-
mizer to minimize the objective function output.
It should be reported that Ψ and χ values are experiment-dependent and
can considerably vary based on the experiment and the interfacing medium
and hence can greatly affect the potential profile and the resulting response
[37]. Therefore, the values of Scenario 2 have been set to reproduce the same
voltage profile in [102] with the thickness varying from 0.8 nm to 2.8 nm with
0.1 nm step.
For each population of individuals the GA tries different combination of
metals and insulators chosen from their corresponding groups, and varies
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Scenario α χ γ RD
1 trp 1.3 2.5 5 V
−1 3× 103 Ω cm−2
Wp 1 1 1 10
2 trp 10 6 8 V
−1 500 Ω cm−2
Wp 2 5 1 80
TABLE 2.5: Targeted FOM and the corresponding weights used
for the GA optimizer.
the thickness of oxide layers in order to minimize the output of (2.69).
The model also adopts the target values trp and their respective weights
wp for both scenarios as shown in Table 2.5. The FOMs have been evaluated
based on a straightforward approach using difference between subsequent
J(V) points to evaluate dJ. This approach results in reducing the number
of points by one for each differentiation. When compared to their original
values, averaging between successive points have been done to also reduce
the number of total points by one.
Using the MATLAB R© GA toolbox [101] with population size of 30 indi-
viduals, function tolerance of 10−4, and elite count 5 for both scenarios pro-
vides the results shown in the subsequent section.
2.5.4 Results
In order to calculate the FOM, the equations in [103] are used where the diode
junction area can be simplified from the equations of α, χ, and γ and so it is
not necessary to have it to calculate them. As shown in Table 2.6 the op-
timization of Scenario 1 advises to use Nb(NbN) metals for the left(right)
electrodes, respectively, with thickness of 2.4 nm of Nb2O5.
In order to compare the results, the J(V) curve of [37] has been repro-
duced using 7th order fitted polynomial. Due to the long time taken for each
simulation, the optimized design has been simulated using a voltage range
from −0.3V to 0.3V with 0.1V steps and the resulting J(V) curve shown in
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Scenario Initial Final
1 NbN/2 nmNb2O5/Nb Nb/2.4 nmNb2O5/NbN
[37]
2 Al/3 nmNb2O5/3 nmAl2O3/Al Al/2.7 nmNb2O5/2 nmAl2O3/Al
[102]
TABLE 2.6: Initial and final states of the GA run for the opti-
mized scenarios.
Figure 2.23 has been fitted by a 7th order polynomial to obtain a simple an-
alytic description of the J(V) relation. Using the obtained polynomials the
FOM figures for both cases can be easily reproduced as shown in Figure 2.24.












FIGURE 2.23: J(V) response of a Nb/Nb2O5/NbN single insu-
lator diode as explained in Scenario 1. Restored curves are re-
produced from [37] while the simulated results are the output
of the optimization process.
Although the reference case of [37] shows higher current density with re-
spect to the reached model, Figure 2.24 clearly shows improved results both
for nonlinearity -which is supposed to be the most important FOM- and re-
sponsivity for all the voltage range extending from −0.3V to 0.3V except for
the values just around zero. This is attributed to the rapid transition between
the positive and negative parts. That improvement has been on behalf of re-
duced dynamic resistance value RD which significantly increased. Having
said that it remained well below the defined target in Table 2.5.




















FIGURE 2.24: Responsivity γ and nonlinearity χ FOMs re-
sponse of a Nb/Nb2O5/NbN single insulator diode as ex-
plained in Scenario 1. Restored γ and χ curves are reproduced
from [37] while the simulated results are the output of the opti-
mization process.













FIGURE 2.25: J(V) response of a double insulator diode as ex-
plained in Scenario 2. Continuous curves are J(V) curves of the
restored results of [102]. The inset figure shows the solid and
dashed curves of the restored response for responsivity γ and
nonlinearity χ, respectively.
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FIGURE 2.26: Responsivity γ and nonlinearity χ FOMs re-
sponse of a Nb/Nb2O5/NbN single insulator diode as ex-
plained in Scenario 1. Restored γ and χ curves are reproduced
from [37] while the simulated results are the output of the opti-
mization process.
Table 2.6 also shows that the best available result of the optimization of
Scenario 2 happens for Al/2.7 nmNb2O5/2 nmAl2O3/Al example structure
taken from [102] which resulted in the curves shown in Figure 2.25. The γ
and χ FOM figures show the restored and optimized results for both. For
the optimized case, both χ and γ show significant ripples in the positive
halfFigure 2.26. Responsivity of the restored curve and the optimzed case
are of the same order of magnitude.
Although the restored case shows noticeably higher γ in the positive half
between 0.15 V and 0.25 V, the optimized case experiences ripples with a
varying γ between 6 and 20 V−1. Both γ and χ values of the optimized case
are higher in the negative half.
It is worth noting that the high difference in current densities between
Scenario 1 and 2 may be attributed to the suboptimum choice of materials
and their thicknesses.
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2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter the generic mathematical framework used to analyse the re-
ceiving part of the rectenna has been introduced together with a literature
review of utilisable models for rectifying devices. According to the literature
review the following is reported:
• It is important to treat rectifiers differently according to the operation
frequency. For higher frequencies not only the rectification semicon-
ductor physics are different, but also the propagation type in addition
to the emitted radiation. For example, emission in THz range takes a
spontaneous mode for frequency, phase and polarisation as opposed to
the more controlled GHz transmission.
• Many theoretical models have been presented in the hope to explain the
rectennas operation in the THz range. The variation of models leads to
variation of expected results. Furthermore, the device operation may
be explained by more than one theory as in the case of Fumeaux et a.
experiment [18].
• Generally speaking, quantum models used to describe devices opera-
tion at higher frequencies are computer intensive, and a compromise
is required between the model accuracy and its temporal performance.
Some limitations may also apply to the valid model based on the type of
the device to be simulated. Simmons model, for example, is applicable
only to one-layer tunnelling diodes.
Based on the developed computer models and the literature review Sim-
mons model seems to be a less complicated approach to analyse the quantum
tunnelling current since it involves a much easier calculation method if com-
pared against QTBM [68], NEGF, or [71]. However, the model undergoes in-
stability and/or discontinuity issues when large voltage variation is imposed
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by the solver and this will certainly make optimizing algorithms complain.
Although the instability issue can be avoided by deploying the approach in
(2.36), there is little benefit of doing so.
Back in the time, the WKB approach was an efficient way to understand
tunnelling probability and the resulting current. In fact, the expected be-
haviour of the I(V) curve found by Simmons goes along the lines of experi-
ments but does not give similar or equal results. This has been confirmed by
the findings of [58], [36], and [104] as they always perform a curve fitting to
get equal results to theory.
Interestingly, Singh et al. [104] have found that the fitted values of φ1 and
φ2 are different from what we get from measurements. However, the fitted
and the measured barrier height difference, that is φ1− φ2, remains constant.
These findings suggest that the potential barrier model, in addition to the
WKB approach, do not address the tunnelling mechanism perfectly. They
also indicate the impact the barrier profile has on the device performance.
As noticed from the potential profile in Figure 2.12 that the continuity
about the metal-junction interface is disputable. Technically, there has been
some trials to improve the model accuracy by addressing a more rigorous
potential barrier profile.
In his Master’s thesis, Koppinen [105] tries a rigorous mathematical frame-
work to improve the performance of this model, but the resulting model also
needs curve fitting to experimental results. In which case, there is little point
of optimising this model. The reason for this behaviour, as suggested by
Koppinen, is the unphysical divergence of the barrier at the metal surface.
Albeit the model he presents overcomes the discontinuity problem, it still
needs curve fitting.
Grover & Moddel [37] state that the WKB approach gives different results
with respect to other approaches at lower barrier heights. In other words,
the simplification of the potential barrier formula with just image lowering
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effects included, does not reflect on a realisable tunnel in the real world as the
impurities and/or oxide lattice imperfections would yield many potential
barrier variations which can give rise to intermediate states within the barrier
itself (i.e. Resonant Tunneling (RT), Step Tunneling (ST), etc.). And so, an
amended and more flexible barrier modelling is beneficial.
The simulation results shown in Table 2.2 reveal the difficulty to deploy
MIM diodes at high frequencies as the linear junction capacitor will be very
large and will allow a linear current to flow much higher than the nonlin-
ear current. The result is, clearly, a deteriorated performance. This justifies
why using multi-insulator diodes would bring forward many benefits as dis-
cussed. In which case, the Simmons models will be incapable of modelling
MIIM structures.
Although the model has many drawbacks and is kind of dated, it is still
quite frequently cited in the literature. It is usually used as a reference model
to compare to other more complicated models, in addition to its relative sim-
plicity to understand how would the I(V) response of a MIM diode look
like.
With respect to Simmons model, the TMM model features great flexibility
in terms of tolerance to potential profile variation, and so makes the perfor-
mance of the model superior to that of Simmons which only accepts single
barrier modelling. Moreover, the possibility to change the material effective
mass m∗, slice thickness dx, and energy step dEx opens up many degrees of
freedom to the model.
However, it yields a try and error approach to choose the best coefficient
values for the calculations. As a result, T(Ex) is also changed as shown in
Figure 2.21 where introducing larger slices makes the program run much
faster at the expense of accuracy. The matrix singularity solutions are affected
by this step sizing such that they are shifted on x axis. Therefore, there is a
trade off between performance and accuracy to solve the TMM system.
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In the optimization phase, as will be explained later, reaching a good enough
solution has taken several days on a single machine to get the final result
using MATLAB script. This necessitates reconstructing -at least the time
consuming- scripts such that more care is taken about program profiling in
order to minimize the time taken to do the computer-intensive calculations
such as inverse complex matrix calculation.
In this work a software framework which can be useful for subsequent in-
dustrial steps has been presented. Although empirically expecting the value
of responsivity for MIIM diode is possible based on estimated potential pro-
file, taking account of many FOMs and the best decision making approach is
difficult to reach using simplified approaches.
With the presented technique the user can set the desired FOM values and
their respective weights and let the GA look for the qualified solutions. The
double insulator would possibly offer better results with respect to single in-
sulator structure when using proper materials and thicknesses. The obtained
optimization results have shown significant improvements in the case of a
MIM diode and limited ones in the multi-insulator case.
However, these results represent a first trial by just varying the insula-
tor thicknesses with a limited set of metals and insulators. By increasing the
number of these design parameters, reaching improved design and perfor-
mance is more probable.
The program now looks for the maximum FOM value achieved in a spe-
cific voltage range: for future releases, the user might wish to be more spe-







As already demonstrated in chapter 1 there are many demanding require-
ments for the new generation of multi-sensor networks and the IoT due to
rapid growth of their penetration rate, and the necessity to power up many
devices ubiquitously in a feasible manner. In order to achieve this goal the
necessity to design efficient power rectifiers has also been demonstrated.
As shown in chapter 2, there is less control over natural thermal radiation
sources as they are subject to black body radiation law. However, for lower
frequencies, there are some novel techniques which have recently earned
more attention and can be quite helpful in terms of saving transmitted en-
ergy without minimising the energy received at the receiver side.
In this chapter I will first justify why it is important to, also, optimize the
energy harvesting problem from the transmitter side, laying out the relevant
mathematical framework involved in the novel techniques. Therefore, the
TMA mathematical formalism will be demonstrated in the next section to
clarify the procedure that will take place in the co-simulation of a nonlinear
tunnelling system designed at 28 GHz. Then, a comparison with an earlier
experiment at a lower-frequency TMA system will be shown in order to draw
conclusions on the aspects of this system. In the following chapter, a brief
theoretical background of the FDA system will be also showcased to focus on
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f Distance r m
GHz 2 4 8
2.4 -41.07 -47.07 -53.07
5 -47.45 -53.47 -59.49
TABLE 3.1: PR/PT in dB for various spaces and frequencies
the distance-dependent behaviour of the radiation pattern and how this may
be deployed to maximize the beam efficiency ratios (3.2) as will be identified
later.
3.2 RF Link Power Losses
The propagation problem between Tx and Rx in a real world example might
be very complex to accurately analyze using typical ray-tracing or full-wave
analysis [106]. However, the justification why it is important to look for more
intelligent power transmitters is straightforward and can be based on the









Where PR, PT refer to received and transmitted power, respectively, using
antennas whose gains are indicated by GR and GT. The formula also shows
the frequency-dependent behaviour of the received power.
As a simple example, assuming a scenario made of two dipole antennas
working in the far field region with gains GT = GR = 2.5 dBi at frequen-
cies f = 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz the Friis formula of (3.1) gives the PR/PT ratios
shown in Table 3.1 when the space varies between 2 m and 8 m.
A rapid decrease in the received power level about ten thousand times
happens just at two meters distance from the transmitter. The situation is
even worse for larger distances or higher frequencies.
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FIGURE 3.1: Details of the wireless link with the involved
power contributions.(Reprinted by permission from John Wi-
ley & Sons: [107].)
In other words, an energy harvesting system will lose an enormous amount
of power at just two-meter-distance due to the free space loss. The problem
happens because the transmitter blindly illuminates all the space between
itself and the receiver where no deployment of energy occurs in between.
Therefore, a system that overcomes this distance restriction is highly desir-
able. To address this issue some efficiency figures, based on the graphical
representation in Figure 3.1 may be introduced.
As shown in Figure 3.1, the Tx and Rx antennas’ capability to effectively
radiate reduces the actual wirelessly-transmitted and received powers to PTX
and PRX, respectively. This reduction is usually referred to radiation efficiency
of the antenna and would remain out of the scope.
On the other hand the efficiencies shown in (3.2) focus only on the power
flux in the radiation medium. The first one, named beam transmission effi-
ciency, represents the capability of the radiating system to focus the power in
the region where the target receiving rectenna is.
The mediating targetted power is referred to by PTGT. The second factor,
named beam reception efficiency, takes into account the aptitude of the re-
ceiving antenna/array to efficiently deploy the power made available by the
RF source.








A possible workaround for the issue is beam steering which can save a
great portion of RF energy. However, the linear circuitry involved in the steer-
ing process is not easily designed and will suffer from considerable losses
[108]. Therefore, a novel technology that can provide simple and less power-
hungry solution is highly desirable for future applications.
The TMA and FDA novel solutions presented in this chapter address both
issues. As it will be explained later, the TMA technique exploits a mathemat-
ical trick to control the array input signals in the time domain to produce a
similar effect to that of typical phased arrays in a way that no losses occur in
the input signal control circuitry. The FDA, controls the frequency and phase
of the array input signal such that a distance-dependent radiation pattern of the
antennas may bo obtained.
In the following section, I will introduce the mathematical framework of
the TMA system demonstrating the important equations that explain its be-
haviour and how it can be integrated with a cirucit simulator to have a co-
simulation for the linear and nonlinear parts of the system.
Focusing mainly on the 28 GHz case, I will demonstrate the output of
some simulations and measurements done for the array.
In the subsequent section, I will explain the FDA theory and how the
inclusion of this technique in a more realistic co-simulation scenario has lead
to promising results. In the end, I will focus on the possible future work areas
and challenges to be addressed to realize such system.
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FIGURE 3.2: Schematic representation of a linear nA element
TMA. [109] c©[2018] IEEE
3.3 Time-modulated Arrays
3.3.1 Mathematical Formalism
Let us consider the circuit described in Figure 3.2, where a linear TMA with
nA antennas is reported. This circuit can be described by its steady-state
regime under sinusoidal excitation, by means of a set (say nH) of harmonics
of the fundamental angular frequency ω0.
The nA-dimensional vector of the excitation currents at the feeding points









It is known [110] that for an array with nA antennas, the E far-field value
at a point (r, θ, φ) given that the excitation signal has frequency ω0, can be
given by (3.4). This result comes from the exploitation of both the linear
behaviour of the array and the time-invariant vector IA,1 representing the
currents at the fundamental frequency ω0 (for which k = 1) entering the
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antennas ports.












where β is the free-space phase constant, IiA,1 the excitation current at
the generic ith antenna port at the fundamental frequency ω0 at k = 1, Aiθ
and Aiφ are the scalar components of the normalized field. Such components
are generated by full-wave simulation of the whole array with only the ith
antenna excited by a unit-current sinusoidal source of angular frequency ω0.
The implication of (3.4), is that the far field radiation pattern of the an-
tenna need not to be created every time a new excitation current array IiA,1 is
available. Just one copy of the radiation pattern can be reused to obtain the
new radiation pattern corresponding to new excitation currents. This justi-
fies why an offline co-simulation for the linear part is valid.
In the case of a TMA radiating nonlinear system the regime is given by a
modulated RF drive, because there is the superposition of the sinusoidal car-
rier ω0 and the slow (with respect to the RF) modulation law of the switches,
that are periodically (with period TM = 2π/ωM) biased. In this case the
currents feeding the antennas become time-dependent currents IiA,1(tM) that






Where k is the harmonic order with respect to the carrier oscillation fre-
quency, h1 is the harmonic order of the modulated excitation current. The
input current vector thus becomes dependent on two time-bases, the fast
1h in this chapter is, obviously, not the same as the h in the chapter 2 which refers to
Planck’s constant
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carrier time t and the slow modulation time tM, and assumes the expression
given in Equation 3.6.








The modulation is obviously transferred from the driving currents to the
radiated far field. The time-dependent far-field envelope may be now com-
puted for any modulation speed by the general convolution algorithms [111].
However, based on the assumption of slow variation of the excitation, the re-
sulting E field radiated at the fundamental frequency k = 1 can be expressed
as follows (3.7) [110].














Where: E i = âθ Aiθ(θ, φ, ω0) + âφ Aiφ(θ, φ, ω0)
(3.7)
The field intensity shown in (3.7) represents the time waveform, which
can be also introduced using the AF representation. By referring again to the
TMA architecture of Figure 3.2 where the elements of the array are aligned
along the direction â (â · r̂ = cos(χ)), the far-field can be represented as in
(3.8):





= E0(r, θ, φ)AF(θ, φ, tM)
(3.8)
where E0 represents the far-field radiated at the carrier frequency f0 by the
base-element of the array, and the RF switch at the ith antenna port is driven
by a periodical sequence of rectangular pulses of period TM = 1/ fM and
normalized amplitude Ui(tM). In this way, the standard constant excitation
coefficient Λi of standard arrays is replaced with the corresponding time-
dependent version Λi ·Ui(t).
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FIGURE 3.3: Frequency-dependent radiation pattern with har-
monics f0 ± h fM for a 16-element linear TMA [112] c© [2016]
IEEE.
This leads to a time-dependent AF whose frequency-domain representa-
tion using Fourier transformation is shown in .









where uhi is the hth Fourier coefficient of the Ui(tM) pulse.
The direct consequence of the replacement of (3.9) in (3.8) is the multi-
frequency radiation contribution: indeed, the TMA is able to radiate at the
usual fundamental frequency f0 (h = 0), but also at the near-carrier sideband
harmonics f0 + h fM with (h = ±1,±2, . . . ) as shown in Figure 3.3. This
sideband radiation is efficiently transmitted/received due to the low value
of the modulation frequency fM with respect to the carrier f0 (MHz vs. GHz),
which allows the array elements to be still acceptably resonant.
3.3.2 Co-Simulation of TMA
The TMA simulation approaches available in literature typically focus on the
goal of the control sequences optimization, but limit the analysis to the case
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FIGURE 3.4: A system made of linear elements (shadowed
in grey and yellow) and nonlinear diodes (shadowed in
green)[110] c©[2013] IEEE.
of both ideal radiators and ideal switches. As described in the previous sec-
tion, the nonlinear behavior of TMA systems is quite complex, because of the
bi-dimensional regime, the unavoidable presence of EM couplings among
the radiating elements and the nonlinear nature of the driving switches: ne-
glecting these effects can lead to highly inaccurate results. For this reason, a
rigorous approach for the accurate modelling of the TMA regime accounting
for all the non-idealities and the actual system dynamic is needed. In this sec-
tion we adopt the simulation tool described in [110], so that it will be briefly
recalled for the sake of completeness.
The approach consists of the nonlinear/EM analysis of the whole radi-
ating system through the combination of HB technique [111], for the time-
based description of the nonlinear switches, and the full-wave simulation
of the array and its feeding network in the frequency domain. By refer-
ring again to the array with nA ports of Figure 3.2, with an equal number
of switches, the EM-based description of the system consists of a nA + 1-port
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FIGURE 3.5: Examples of periodical switches excitation se-
quences (in blue), modulating the RF carrier waveforms (in
gray), for three different switching patterns [112].
network (including the RF input port), with nA internal ports for the inclu-
sion of the switches circuit-model: each internal port consists of a couple of
floating nodes directly connected to the mesh of the EM simulator. Figure 3.4
shows a similar case where the 16-element antenna array together with other
linear elements for the linear part while the on/off diodes form the nonlinear
part.
Figure 3.5 shows three possible periodic switch controls: the superposi-
tion of the slow switch modulation to the fast carrier frequency f0 to be ra-
diated, allows to resort to the modulation-oriented HB method [111] leading
to (3.4) and (3.8) for the feeding currents and the radiated field, respectively.
One can note that the condition f0  fM is always valid in practical TMA
applications (GHz vs. a few MHz): hence, the modulated regime can always
be seen as a sequence of slowly-changing unmodulated ones.
The direct application of (3.4) provides the field envelope at the desired
harmonic (typically the fundamental, k = 1), in any direction of radiation.
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Hence, from (3.4), the far-field harmonics of the bi-dimensional regime due
to the intermodulation between f0 and fM are available, too, and the far-field
can be also represented by their superposition as in (3.10).




Eh(r, θ, φ)ejhωMtM (3.10)
This approach allows to have any kind of result in terms of radiated far-
field: by varying the harmonic number h in (3.10) and plotting the corre-
sponding Eh magnitude, the far-field spectrum around the carrier harmonic
k = 1 is obtained, for a given distance/direction. Alternatively, by varying
(θ, φ) and plotting again the Eh magnitude, the radiation surface/pattern at
a given distance r and for a given harmonic is available.
It is worth noting that this approach directly investigates the nonlinear
nature of the TMA system while radiating.
3.3.3 Millimetre Wave Agile TMA System
As demonstrated in chapter 1 to meet the requirements of the evolution of
5G communication systems and IoT applications, the focus is not only on
improving the information throughput, but also on power supply by these
devices [113]. Today, the wireless power transfer in the high GHz band and
Millimetre Wave (mm-wave) looks to draw a lot of attention thanks to the un-
licensed GHz bands, which can be also used for power transfer [114]. How-
ever, moving up towards the mm-wave band places stringent constraints on
the response time of the active devices used as well as on free-space loss. To
provide all these requirements the circuitry should offer:
• fast response time to cater for the rapid oscillation of the mm-waves.
• the ability to direct the RF power into the required direction.
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The proposed solution deploys a MIM tunnelling diode as the on/off
switching device integrated in the structure together with the 16-element cir-
cular patch array. The whole system will be co-simulated using a HB sim-
ulation platform where the Simmons model as explained in section 2.3 is
used together with specific amendments to facilitate and stabilize the solu-
tion finding process. The simulation output is explained and the obtained
results are presented to analyse the system behaviour and find out possible
areas of interest for future work. The use of this approach offers two benefits:
• it offers real-time response and requires less power, to drive the beam-
forming circuit than the classical solution known in the literature [115].
• the proposed circuit is directly implemented as a built-in solution on
the circuit board which can be realized as a System on Chip (SoC).
The Nonlinear Diode Device
The importance of integrating Simmons model [39] directly in the nonlinear
HB platform comes from the possibility to reach an optimized nonlinear sys-
tem which can perform much better than if each part has been optimized
alone. The HB nonlinear simulator offers this possibility, hence it has been
further amended to deploy Simmons model directly into the optimization it-
eration rather than using a curve fitted procedure. Using a tunnelling device
instead of a Schottky diode is justified by their potentiality to work under
much higher frequencies in addition to the significant I(V) response offered
by highly-nonlinear devices. Also, the good response time may overbalance
the problem of MIM diode limited power when used with antenna arrays
with many elements.
The diode used in this model is a Nb/Nb2O5/Pt MIM diode with a 3 nm
niobium oxide insulator. The large difference for the barrier height at both
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FIGURE 3.6: Schematic cross-section of the proposed
Nb/Nb2O5/Pt MIM diode and its integration with the trans-
mission line.
FIGURE 3.7: EM design of the 28 GHz single monopole as array
element for the proposed TMA. In the inset, a cross-section of
the structure is provided [109] c© [2018] IEEE.
corresponds to the voltage level for a perfectly-matched circuit at 5 dBm
level, hence approaching the behaviour of a Schottky diode. The I(V) curve
behaviour is generated based on the Simmons model using the curve fitted
barrier heights found out by Chin et al. [39], and the proposed structure is
shown in Figure 3.6.
From a technological point of view, the integration of the Nb/Nb2O5/Pt
MIM diode can be achieved as depicted in Figure 3.6 such that the low-
roughness (around 1 nm) Pt layer (with a thickness of about 20 nm) is de-
posited by sputtering directly on the SiO2 layer and patterned to provide
the MIM bottom electrode in the desired shape. The Nb/Nb2O5/Pt insula-
tor film is, then, grown using an anodization process. Finally, the Nb top
electrode (with an average surface roughness of 2 nm and a thickness of 90-
100 nm), is deposited using lower sputtering powers and pressures. In the
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FIGURE 3.8: Simulated input impedance of the 28 GHz single
monopole.
final step,MIM electrodes are connected to the gold metallization constitut-
ing the transmission line signal (deposited by sputtering), in order to provide
the necessary electrical contact.
The Simmons model should be used under limited biasing levels to pre-
vent the exponential terms from growing large as shown in subsection 2.3.3.
Since the HB algorithm tries diverse and high voltage values during the
search for solution, a retro-fitted amendment as demonstrated in (2.36) has
been introduced to prevent the HB algorithm from directly imposing high
voltage values on the I(V) model.
16-Element Array for TMA
The proposed TMA is based upon a 16-element array of circular monopoles,
designed in CST Microwave Studio R©, as it will be explained in the follow-
ing. The substrate is made of 200-µm-thick high-resistivity Silicon layer (HR
Si, with εr = 11.9 and ρ = 3000 Ω · cm), on which a 300-nm-thick silicon diox-
ide SiO2 thin film is thermally grown. On the front side of the substrate, a
500-nm gold monopole is printed, whereas on the back side a partial ground
plane is deposited, so as to provide a balanced configuration for optimal an-
tenna feeding without using any ad-hoc balun. The EM design of the single
antenna is shown in Figure 3.7, with a schematic cross-section of the vertical
layout in the inset. The main dimensions are listed in table Table 3.2.
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Parameter Value
R = 0.979 mm
L f eed = 2.024 mm
W f eed = 0.158 mm
Lgnd = 1.9 mm
L = 5 mm
W = 4 mm
TABLE 3.2: Design parameters of the circular patch array
shown in Figure 3.7.


















Difference f0 + fB
FIGURE 3.9: Radiation pattern of the excited array by excitation
of the two central elements.
In Figure 3.8, the simulated antenna input impedance Zin is provided:
in this case, at 28 GHz Zin = 49.3 + j5.8Ω, which corresponds to a slight in-
ductive reactance Lind≈33 pH. This aspect could be beneficial for impedance
matching to the integrated MIM diode, which is characterized by a capacitive
impedance. As regards the radiating performance, the monopole clearly ex-
hibits an omnidirectional radiation pattern with radiation efficiency of over
95% at 28 GHz. The whole array was simulated port-by-port in order to pro-
vide the full input impedance matrix and the normalized radiated far field
necessary for the HB nonlinear simulation of the TMA. This way, all the EM
coupling among array elements are taken into account rigorously.
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(a) f -dependent radiation pattern
(b) Switch sequence
FIGURE 3.10: Radiation pattern of the proposed array by the
excitation sequence shown in [116] c© [2011] IEEE.
Nonlinear/EM Co-Simulation Results
The exploitation of the nonlinear/EM co-simulation approach described in
[110] is of strategic importance in order to fully account for the highly dy-
namic behaviour of both the switching circuit and the radiation mechanism.
With respect to previous TMA designs in the microwave range [110], [112],
this experiment turns out to be more delicate for the stronger EM couplings
between the array elements and for the actual piloting of the MIM diodes.
The envisaged application refers to the smart WPT strategy described in
[112]: in the first step, the sole inner couple of antennas is used to perform
localization by taking advantage from the exploitation of the Sum and Differ-
ence radiation patterns, at the fundamental and the first sideband harmonic,
respectively, according to the Radar Monopulse principle [117]; the second
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step consists in precisely sending the power for the energization of the tags
in correspondence of the sole directions where tags were previously detected.
In the simulation process a modulation frequency fB = 100 kHz has been
used, and 3 harmonics of the fundamental carrier f0 are needed to take into
account the MIM diode nonlinear behaviour.
By means of an antisymmetric biasing with on-period= 50% [112] of the
two diodes of the two inner antennas (antennas no.8 and no.9 of the 16-
element array) the radiation patterns shown in Figure 3.9 are obtained: it is
worth noticing that these patterns are simultaneously produced by the TMA
without any phase-shifter at the antenna ports, but simply providing an anti-
phase time shift of the two switches control pulses. A neat negative peak is
obtained, which is of primary importance in localization: in fact, the combi-
nation of the Sum and Difference patterns received from the tags produces an
appropriate figure of merit exploited for this purpose, the Maximum Power
Ratio (MPR = Sum(dB) - Difference(dB)) [112].
For the second WPT phase, the whole 16-element TMA is deployed by
considering an input power at each antenna port equal to −8 dB. The simu-
lation of different power levels revealed some difficulties in terms of finding
a solution for the co-simulation scenario for a larger range of transmitted
power. Therefore, I restricted the work to the highest power level possible.
The adopted excitation sequence is taken from [116], and again exploits
the sideband radiation phenomenon, achieving a simultaneous radiation in
three different directions (i.e.,−30◦, 0◦, 30◦) for the first positive sideband,
the fundamental, and the first negative sideband. The achieved performance
(shown in Figure 3.10, together with the control sequences) is acceptable, but
not as good as the ideal one expected from [116], where the time-dependent
AF of isotropic radiators is considered, only. Here the strong EM couplings
between the array elements, and most of all the non-ideal behavior of the
MIM diodes are taken into account: this results in a lower amplitude of the
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FIGURE 3.11: Current waveforms for ideal switches, and simu-
lated nonlinear switches.
sideband lobes (more than 5 dB) and higher side-lobe levels of all the pat-
terns.
The reason of the described behavior is easily inferred by the evaluation
of the envelope waveforms (due to the switches modulation) at the funda-
mental harmonic of the currents feeding the antennas. Figure 3.11 reports,
as an example, the waveforms of the current phasors of ports no.8 and no.9
(inner antennas of the array) with solid lines; the dashed lines correspond to
the ideal behavior expected from the excitation pattern shown in Figure 3.10.
From figure inspection it is clear that each switch behavior is highly influ-
enced by the neighboring devices: unwanted rebounds of the diodes current
significantly alter both the amplitude and the phase conditions imposed by
the ideal optimization of [116]. This experiment stresses the importance of
the adopted co-simulation strategy, already emphasized in [118]: the com-
bination of this analysis approach with the design algorithm (as the one de-
scribed in [116]) becomes of paramount importance if mm-wave architec-
tures are envisaged.
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FIGURE 3.12: Schematic of a FDA antenna array system with
respective elements, and variables.
3.4 Frequency-diverse Arrays
As denoted earlier in the introduction, the importance of FDA comes from
the possibility to control the array radiation pattern such that it becomes
distance-dependent. In the following I will demonstrate how this can be re-
alised and will show the output of some simulations using the EM/nonlinear
co-simulation technique explained in section 3.3.3. In the end, the possible
realization techniques will be discussed.
3.4.1 Mathematical Concept
The FDA utilizes the simple antenna array structure just as frequently re-
ported in the literature [115]. As shown in Figure 3.12, if maximum response
(additive summation of all array signals) is desired at a distant target located
at an azimuth angle θ, then a phase difference ψ as shown in (3.11) between
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f0 + ∆ f










FIGURE 3.13: Suggested schematic for FDA system signal gen-
eration.
In the FDA system, however, a frequency difference between the excitation
signals exists. And the resulting excitation signal is also frequency-dependent
based on the element order n. Such signals might be obtained from the circuit
shown in Figure 3.13. Under this assumption, a linear frequency step exists
for the excitation signal as shown in (3.12).
sn(t) = ej2π( f0+n∆ f )t−jnψ (3.12)
In the suggested system, if the first array element is considered as the refer-
ence element, the phase difference between the nth and the 1st element may
be given in (3.13) [119].
∆Φn−1 =
2π(n− 1)∆ f r
c0
− 2π(n− 1)
2∆ f d sin(θ)
c0
− 2π(n− 1) f0d sin(θ)
c0
(3.13)
With respect to (3.11), Equation 3.13 shows in the first term dependence
on the distance between the array and the target. The third term, however,
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FIGURE 3.14: 3D plot of the FDA AF response as a function of
azimuthal angle θ and distance r.
represents the steering angle of (3.11) at frequency (n− 1) f0. As for the sec-
ond term, Wang et al. [119] have found that it can be empirically approxi-
mated as shown in (3.14) as long as the condition in (3.15) is satisfied.
2π(n− 1)2∆ f d sin(θ)
c0










Furthermore, they argue that this approximation remains valid for FDA
systems for arrays of many-hundred elements with frequency stepping reach-
ing around 1 MHz. That is, the approximation remains valid for large FDA
systems for many antenna types with regular bandwidth constraints. This
approximation helps to reach a formula that describes the AF behaviour.
Starting from (3.12) and replacing t with (t− rn/c) to account for phasor de-
lay for the nth element, the time-dependent AF may be reached (3.16) [119].










∆ f t− ∆ f rc0 +
f0d sin(θ)
c0






∆ f t− ∆ f rc0 +
f0d sin(θ)
c0
+ ∆ f d sin(θ)c0
)] (3.16)
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Where N is the number of array elements, f0 is the reference carrier fre-
quency used on the first element, ∆ f is the frequency spacing, rn is the dis-
tance of the nth element from the target, and ψ is the regular phase shift as
identified in (3.11).
In fact, there is also a time dependency as shown in (3.16) that leads to
a beam spanning all the (r, θ) combinations, for a time 1/(N∆ f ) and with
period 1/(∆ f ) [119].
Assuming a transmitting system made of 16-element linear array, trans-
mitting at f0 = 2.45 GHz with d = λ0/2 element spacing and ∆ f = 5 MHz
the AF can be found from (3.16). In Figure 3.14 the 3D response is plot-
ted with respect to r and θ. Instead of illuminating the entire space, the
array shows a strong dependence on distance r giving maximum response
AF ≈ N = 16 at specific r values thanks to the excitation signal.
Therefore, the FDA system in this example helps to minimize the illuminated
space to very limited positions by using the frequency-dependent excitation signal.
This also means that large cut back on energy consumption would be ex-
pected as no illumination exists for unwanted positions if a rectenna is not
present.
As shown from (3.16), the AF is also dependent on frequency spacing ∆ f
which affects the curve slope as shown in Figure 3.15. Starting from a small
frequency shift ∆ f = 1 MHz as shown in Figure 3.15a, the array shows a
varying maximum location with respect to r, a very inclined maximum root
locus is obtained for ∆ f = 10 MHz as in Figure 3.15c with many maxima
within the scanned range. In a nutshell, this behaviour represents an evo-
lution from the classical array situation with ∆ f = 0 that reveals a vertical
maximum root locus as shown in [120] for all r values.
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(a) ∆ f = 1 MHz








(b) ∆ f = 5 MHz















(c) ∆ f = 10 MHz
FIGURE 3.15: The FDA array factor for ∆ f = 1 MHz, 5 MHz
and 10 MHz
∆f θ◦max
GHz r = 5 m r = 10 m r = 20 m
5 9.8 19.2 42
10 19.35 41.85 -41.4
TABLE 3.3: Azimuth angles corresponding to maximum AF
values for ∆ f = 5 MHz and 10 MHz.
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3.4.2 Co-Simulation of FDA
Harmonics Generation
The simulation of FDA systems can result in a very demanding task, espe-
cially when a high number N of radiating elements is involved, as in the case
of focusing power transfer. In fact, if each element feeding path manages its
own frequency and has its own power amplifier, the correct manner for deal-
ing with such a nonlinear radiating circuit is to resort to the co-simulation
strategy presented in [110], where the full-wave frequency description of the
linear array/feeding network is passed to the HB-based tool able to accu-
rately manage the description of the nonlinearities in the time domain: the
resulting nonlinear regime is then responsible for far-field radiation. In the
FDA case, the problem arises from the N independent tones (with spacing
∆ f ) needed in the analysis: if N is greater than 4, available commercial tools
are not able to manage all the intermodulation products falling at frequen-
cies:
Fm = m0 f0 + m1( f0 + ∆ f ) + · · ·+ mN( f0 + N∆ f ) (3.17)
if a proper maximum intermodulation order M = |m0|+ |m1|+ · · ·+ |mN| :
M ≥ 3 is considered.
A valid alternative to this approach is to assume that ∆ f is the Least Com-
mon Multiple (LCM) (since it represents the smallest frequency shift in this
regime). In this case, the generic mth harmonic of the spectrum is simply
given by fm = m∆ f : (m = 0, 1, 2, nH), and the N exciting signals can be
simply retrieved utilizing the formula:
mk =
f0 + k∆ f
∆ f
k = 0, 2, . . . , N − 1
(3.18)
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Exciation f Excited element
GHz s1(t) . . . sN(t)
f0 A1θ(ω0), A
1





f1 A1θ(ω0 + ∆ω), A
1
φ(ω0 + ∆ω) . . . A
N
θ (ω0 + ∆ω), A
N





fN−1 A1θ(ω0 + (N − 1)∆ω), A1φ(ω0 + (N − 1)∆ω) . . . ANθ (ω0 + (N − 1)∆ω), ANφ (ω0 + (N − 1)∆ω)
TABLE 3.4: Contents of the radiation pattern database gener-
ated for each fn = f0 + (n− 1)∆ f and for each array element.
Far Field Database Organization
In this way, the mono-dimensional FFT and IFFT can be adopted to switch
from the time to the frequency domain, and vice versa with a huge saving of
processing time and memory; hence the FDA complex regime can be easily
managed by a common pc. Being a radiating nonlinear circuit, the final out-
put of the FDA analysis is the far-field radiated in a given direction at given
distance. Because of the linearity of the antenna system, the far-field synthe-
sised by the circuit nonlinear regime assumes an expression for the E field as
shown in (3.4).
Instead of assuming a constant frequency response of the linear antenna
systems, the [41] has been developed to account for reading the array ra-
diation pattern database for each element excitation at a the corresponding
excitation frequency as shown in Table 3.4. In fact, this involves a nested
far field radiation pattern import where each each loop needs to read data
N times2. This export is better done in an automated way as there are N2
files to export. So a VBA code has been written to automate the task on CST
Microwave Studio R© of which the nested exportation part is shown in Ap-
pendix A.
Simulation Procedure
In order to analyze how the system behaves in a more realistic scenario, a 16-
element array as the one shown in Figure 3.16 is modelled on CST Microwave
2We have N elements and N frequencies.
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Studio R© together with single Field Effect Transistor (FET) amplifiers using
the following steps:
• suitable choice of the array elements to guarantee an acceptable vari-
ation of S parameters values within the total frequency shift (i.e. f0 +
(M− 1)∆ f ).
• full wave simulation of the array is done; As each element will transmit
a signal slightly shifted with respect to the original as shown in (3.12),
each element in the array is excited accordingly and the array radiation
pattern and S parameters are obtained.
• data export is done scanning all the frequency values for all the excited
elements and frequencies using the database demonstrated in Table 3.4.
• Data is used into the HB nonlinear simulator [41] to reach a solution
assuming a generic FET amplifier circuit at the input of each array ele-
ment.
As an example of application, we consider the planar linear array of Fig-
ure 3.16, consisting of N = 16 monopoles realized on a Taconic RF60A sub-
strate (εr = 6.15, tan δ = 0.0028, hthick = 0.635 mm) aligned along the x-axis,
with inter-element spacing d = λ/2 at the resonance frequency of 2.45 GHz.
A single-FET amplifier with 15 dB gain is placed at each antenna port, and
16 ideal sinusoidal generators are placed in correspondence of the 16 circuit
input ports to generate the frequency-diverse coherent signals, according to
(3.18). We selected f0 = 2.45 GHz as the centre frequency of the 8th monopole.
Therefore, two scenarios have been co-simulated using the frequency spacing
in (3.18), to observe where the maximum θ values occur with respect to the
ideal model results shown in Table 3.3:
• Scenario. 1 for which ∆ f = 5 MHz and f0 = 2.415 GHz.
• Scenario. 2 for which ∆ f = 10 MHz and f0 = 2.38 GHz.
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FIGURE 3.16: Geometric structure of the FDA array element
spacing and a snapshot of the entire array[120] c© [2019] IEEE.
3.4.3 Results
As a first trial, the RF sources have an available power of −10dBm each, thus
not forcing the amplifiers into saturation: hence we focus our attention on the
linear radiating phenomenon, only. In order to make all the elements oper-
ating in a sufficient wide identical frequency bandwidth a slight retuning of
the external monopoles length (for n = 1 and 16) has been done. Hence, the
corresponding nonlinear array results in a non-standard one that can be rig-
orously analysed by a combined full-wave/nonlinear approach [110], only.
The nonlinear FDA system is analysed under the scenarios mentioned as
opposed to the theoretical case where ideal isotropic radiators are assumed
without either electromagnetic couplings or dynamic effects. The HB analy-
ses of the FDA architecture, includes the electromagnetic description of the
array of Figure 3.16, and is carried out with a total number of spectral lines
nH = 2000. This corresponds to a total frequency band of 10 GHz and 20 GHz
for scenarios 1 and 2, respectively. The N = 16 exciting tones are thus identi-
fied through (3.18) and correspond to the spectral lines from 483 to 498 in the
first scenario, and to the spectral lines from 238 to 253 in the second scenario.
The simulations are performed for both scenarios and the E field ampli-
tude is normalized with respect to the highest achieved amplitude (Boresight
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r = 5 m
r = 10 m
r = 20 m
FIGURE 3.17: Simulation results for ∆ f = 5 MHz, and Pav =
10 dBm.











r = 5 m
r = 10 m
r = 20 m
FIGURE 3.18: Simulation results for ∆ f = 10 MHz, and Pav =
15 dBm
radiation at the closest distance r = 5 m). Results are shown in Figure 3.17,
Figure 3.18, and Figure 3.19.
Figure 3.17 shows the corresponding normalized radiation patterns in the
azimuth xz plane using −10dBm Tx power. The simulated patterns show a
behavior quite close to the ideal one: the three maxima for the r values 5,
10, and 20 m occur at 9◦, 19◦, and 41◦, respectively, for ∆ f = 5 MHz as in
Scenario. 1. The situation is quite similar for Scenario. 2.
Table 3.5 shows comparison between θ values corresponding to maxi-
mum array factor for the modelled distances and those obtained from the
theoretical model and shown in Table 3.3. The comparison is done in terms
of absolute difference ∆θ = θsimmax,AF − θmodmax,AF and relative difference εθ =
∆θ/θmodmax,AF as shown in Table 3.5.
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Scenario r θsimmax,AF ∆θ εθ
1
5 m 9◦ −0.8◦ −8.16%
10 m 19◦ −0.2◦ −1.04%
20 m 41◦ −1◦ −2.38%
2
5 m 20◦ 0.65◦ 3.36%
10 m 42◦ 0.15◦ 0.36%
20 m −42◦ −0.6◦ 1.45%
TABLE 3.5: Comparison between co-simulation, and modelling
values of the azimuth angles θ corresponding to maximum AF.











r = 5 m
r = 10 m
r = 20 m
FIGURE 3.19: Simulation results for ∆ f = 10 MHz, and Pav =
10 dBm
The results reflect the correctness of the FDA concept in terms of focusing
the power at specific distances. Furthermore, analysing the relative received
field intensity ‖E‖dB at different distances r = 5, 10, 20m reveals an inverse
relationship to the square of distances. This was revealed after normalizing
the output radiation patterns at different distances where the boresight of
each distance has a maximum depending on the focusing distance r. In fact,
checking the maximum boresight level shows a behaviour inversely propor-
tional to the square of the distance from the array as depicted in (3.19) in
such that the following relation is satisfied for all the co-simulated scenarios
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3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter the time-modulated array and the frequency-diverse array
concepts have been demonstrated. Both techniques can potentially contribute
to a next generation of wireless power transmitters such that the transmitter
circuit in addition to the transmitted signal efficiency are the main focus of
both approaches, respectively.
Based on the results obtained from the time-modulated array simulation,
using MIM diodes seems to offer a good substitution to Schottky diodes
paving the way for higher frequencies to be used in wireless power trans-
fer applications. The results obtained here encourage the search for different
and more realistic diode models. In particular, the MIIM tunnelling diodes
due to the increased current levels compared to their single layer counter-
parts.
Having said that, the complex behaviour of nonlinear devices can signif-
icantly affect the performance of the whole system and thus the switching
currents should be optimised to reduce the off-state leakage current. Equally
importantly, the antenna array elements should have as minimum mutual
coupling as possible to prevent feed back able to alter desired diodes dy-
namic. A unique Computer-aided Design (CAD) platform, combining the
presented rigorous simulation approach with available optimization strate-
gies, seems to be mandatory at mm-wave frequencies.
Furthermore, the first attempt to the accurate analysis of FDA arrays has
been demonstrated, representing a potential candidate for wireless power
focusing applications. Even in their simplest architecture, these nonlinear
arrays represent a demanding simulation task, that cannot be faced with tra-
ditional numerical methods, because of the complex multi-tone regime to be
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managed. The exploitation of a periodic regime within an HB-based frame-
work, with the small frequency shift among the array elements as funda-
mental tone, allows a computationally light and, at the same time, accurate
analysis.
The initial co-simulation analysis is quite encouraging to investigate the
performance of this system more. However, the simulation has been done
using ideal generators. For future versions of this system, it would be neces-
sary to introduce some imperfections to make the system even more realistic.
In real-world amplifiers, things like phase noise, thermal and other sources
of noise are quite common. Furthermore, investigating a realistic source with
some phase difference, and frequency deviations from the wanted values is
important to analyse the impact of these factors on the FDA system perfor-
mance.
This method has demonstrated its effectiveness in standard FDA analy-
ses, and will be deployed in the future for advanced FDA-based architectures
rigorous co-design. Having said that, the realization of a coherent generator
that can guarantee, at the same time, accurate frequency and phase spacing
among generated signals sn(t) will be a challenging task.
A possible solution might be to use a hybrid RF/computer-driven signal
source to achieve high level of coherence. In light of this idea, the conceptual
design given in Figure 3.13 might be a good starting point. In this design, a
processor-generated output in the Intermediate Frequency (IF) range might
be used to drive the input of a low noise and highly linear Local Oscilla-
tor (LO) array that is responsible to step up the frequency to the desired RF
range. The RF output is, then, fed into an array of amplifiers that drive the




Low Frequency Energy Harvester
Design
4.1 Introduction
For future sensor networks, IoT, and other wireless networking technology
it is important to supply energy for many devices wirelessly to minimise
dependence on batteries. In this case, sensors might be planted anywhere,
work completely independently without batteries, and be responsible to read
data like physical parameters to transmit the readings wirelessly to another
device. A possible scenario for such near-future case might be to power
up wireless sensors in harsh industrial environments using commercial sub-
strates and elements within the unlicensed Industrial, Scientific, and Medical
(ISM) transmission bands. At the University of Bologna, we have envisaged
a WPT system that caters for these demands and complies with the main-
stream regulations regardless of the region in which it will be used. For such
system, the following design objectives have been put forward:
• The f = 2.4 GHz band has been chosen.
• In practice, the rectifier will be part of a rectenna device as shown in
Figure 4.1. Therefore, the designed rectifier model will be optimized
for operation with a real world antenna using its S Parameters.




FIGURE 4.1: Conceptual design of the energy harvesting wire-
less solution.
• For mass production, it is much more preferred to avoid the costly low
tan(δ) substrates. And so, the rectifier should be designed on a com-
mercial FR4 substrate. For the rest of this chapter the following param-
eters are assumed when modelling transmission lines on FR4: Thick-
ness H = 1 mm, dielectric constant εr = 4.3, losses tan(δ) = 0.025, and
copper thickness T = 17 µm.
• The choice of FR4 substrate gives higher priority to use lumped ele-
ments than microstrip lines as the latter will have large dimensions and
higher losses on FR4.
• The wireless link power budget evaluation -as will be explained later
subsection 4.7.1- reveals a −10 dBm expected input power for the recti-
fier input. Therefore, the optimized rectifier should achieve η−10 dBm ≥
40% as a minimum requirement. This necessitates to use an efficient diode
as demonstrated in section 4.2. As for the rectifier topology, the use
of a single stage voltage doubler features more flexible design for the
matching circuit, such that no DC shorting to ground is required.
Based on these objectives, the design process starts from the theoretical
model of a double-diode rectifier to evaluate the rectifier input resistance for
Pin = −10 dBm. Based on this value, a suitable matching circuit that meets
the objectives and achieves matching with the antenna is used. Afterwords,
an optimization process is carried out to increase the efficiency using real
world components represented by their corresponding models. The final cir-
cuit layout is, then, produced and a physical prototype is fabricated. In the
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FIGURE 4.2: The adopted Schottky diode model with the para-
sitic components.
end, measurements are taken in a real world free space propagation scenario
to compare the results to the theoretical evaluations.
4.2 Nonlinear Device Choice
Out of the many diode types available in the market, Schottky diodes fea-
ture low opening voltage and fast switching time as mentioned in subsec-
tion 2.2.1 in addition to a well-established fabrication process. In fact, there
are many commercial models used in the literature such as the HSMS-2855
[48], HSMS-2850 [28], and HSMS-7630 [121].
Thanks to the HSMS-7630 diode high responsivity and low dynamic resis-
tance values, it offers close-to-ideal efficiency figures that makes it preferable
for low-power harvesting applications [122]. In fact, using the Keysight Tech-
nologies ADS R© Schottky diode model shown in Figure 4.2, and scanning a
small voltage range from −50 mV to 50 mV gives the I(V) curve shown in
Figure 4.3.
The responsivity fRES(V), and the dynamic resistance RD(V) are found
from a polynomial curve-fitting process on the I(V) curve and gives the
curves shown in Figure 4.4a and Figure 4.4b, respectively.
The importance of the responsivity FOM as a measurable quantity, comes
from its direct impact on the diode efficiency yield ηD. The latter quantity
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FIGURE 4.3: The responsivity fRES, and dynamic resistance RD
FOM curves for the HSMS-7630 diode.

























FIGURE 4.4: The responsivity fRES, and dynamic resistance RD
FOM curves for the HSMS-7630 diode.
may be found from the responsivity fRES as explained in [122] for a small RF
signal variation and shown in (4.1).




This equation is found assuming a structure similar to the one shown in
Figure 4.5. In (4.1) fRES is the diode responsivity, Pin is the input power of the
rectifier circuit, ηRF is the RF matching efficiency between the RF generator
and the rectifier circuit. This model takes into account the current that passes
in the linear part of the parasitic components -mainly the junction capacitor
Cj-, in addition to the optimum DC ohmic load RL. The model assumes that
RL = RD to achieve the optimum efficiency.
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FIGURE 4.5: A single diode rectifier model to measure its per-
formance.
Using f = 2.48 GHz, Pin = −50 dBm, and running an optimization of the
RF matching circuit and the load RL in the circuit shown in Figure 4.5 we get
the optimum efficiency ηsim = 0.196% for a DC biasing voltage on the diode
VD = 0.325 mV, and RL = 5.4 kΩ.
Of course, the diode is required to give much higher yield than 0.2%.
However, the efficiency test model is valid for small signal variation around
zero bias. Attempting higher biasing voltages and higher RF inputs results
into more complicated equation than (4.1) and renders the validation process
more complex.
From Figure 4.4, the corresponding responsivity and dynamic resistance
values for a DC bias VD = 0.325 mV are fRES = 36.79 V−1, and RD ≈ 5350 kΩ,
respectively. Indeed, using these values, the values of RL and VD found from
the optimization, CJ , RS values taken from the Schottky model in Figure 4.2,
and assuming ηRF = 1 gives ηD = 0.206% ≈ ηsim.
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Parameter Value Description
Cr1 = 10 pF Rectifier capacitor
Cr2 = 10 pF Rectifier capacitor
D1, D2 SMS-7630* Schottky diode model
RL = 5× 103 Ω Rectifier load resistor
f0 = 2.48 GHz Fundamental frequency
NH = 8 Number of simulated harmonics
R0 = 50 Ω
Characteristic, generator and
reference impedance
Pin = −10 dBm Available input power
* Using the model from [124], with modified parasitic values based
on previous experiments at the University of Bologna.
TABLE 4.1: Chosen simulation configuration, component val-
ues, and device models for the initial circuit model.
4.3 Initial Prototype Model
The proposed prototype is assumed to harvest energy and work interoper-
atively with an IoT application. Furthermore, for a harsh and short-range
communication industrial environment the ISM communication band 2.4 GHz
is considered to deploy the Long Range Wireless (LoRa) WAN protocol [123].
Although higher losses are expected for this high frequency as shown
from the link budget calculations, the short-range losses for a one-meter link
are acceptable and offers wider acceptance of this ISM frequency at the inter-
national scale [125].
The advantage of using LoRa protocol for this short-range scenario is the
robust coding scheme that can survive most of the hostilities of an industrial
environment. In order to ensure efficient interoperation with the proposed
LoRa communication system, the operation frequency of the harvesting sys-
tem has been chosen to be f0 = 2.48 GHz.
The prototype shown in Figure 2.5 represents the starting point of the
actual design with a suitable choice of the supporting elements and the load
resistor as shown in Table 4.1.
The prototype of the circuit is developed on Keysight Technologies ADS R©
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FIGURE 4.6: Schematic model of the simulated rectifier circuit
using ADS.
simulation program, as shown in Figure 4.6, and is simulated using HB with
the configurations shown in Table 4.1 to obtain the current i1 and voltage v1
values at the rectifier input1. These values help out to evaluate the rectifier
input impedance Zin at the corresponding power level by simply using the





Running this simulation with HB, the spectrum for 8 harmonics is ob-
tained in terms of magnitudes and phases as shown in Figure 4.7. Using (4.2)
the rectifier input impedance Zin = (5.83− 79.79i)Ω at Pin = −10 dBm. This
value is used to evaluate the initial values of the subsequent matching circuit.
4.4 Matching Circuit Design
Theoretically, finding the optimum matching solution requires to solve a cir-
cuit that contains linear components such as the microstrip and other lumped
1The subscript refers to the kth harmonic resulting from HB simulation. In this case, we
just consider the fundamental.
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(a) Magnitude (b) Phase
FIGURE 4.7: Spectral analysis of the input voltage vin and cur-
rent iin signals of the initial rectifier design.
elements, in addition to the nonlinear Schottky diodes. Attempting this math-
ematical model will yield complicated self-consistent formulas of the form:
fnl(x)− x = 0 (4.3)
where fnl(x) is a nonlinear function. Instead, I have assumed a simplified
linear diode model at Pin = −10 dBm to identify the linear matching cir-
cuit which will be considered the starting point of a subsequent optimization
procedure.
In light of the requirements demonstrated earlier, a loaded L matching
circuit is used such that the vertical branch is realized using a shorted mi-
crostrip on FR4 substrate instead of a lumped inductor. This approach fea-
tures a more continuous solution space for the stub dimensions instead of the
limited and discrete induction values available from commercial vendors.
Using the classical Loaded-Q design methods [126], and using the Zin value
found earlier, the matching circuit solution is demonstrated in Figure 4.8 next
to the corresponding S parameters response.
Figure 4.8b shows the S Parameters simulation from 0 GHz to 20 GHz.




Z0 = 50 Ω















FIGURE 4.8: Rectifier matching circuit schematic and the corre-
sponding S Parameters response.
Based on the S Parameters values, the matching circuit has a relatively nar-
row notch at the design frequency f0 where the fundamental harmonic is
passed and other harmonics are blocked. This design shows another res-
onating impact at f = 13.8 GHz where the circuit experiences high rejection.
This behaviour helps to block the harmonics inside the rectifier circuit, thus
helping to stimulate the nonlinearity inside the rectifier. This solution is the
initial state to be optimized in a subsequent step.
It should be noted that the losses from this approach are acceptable as the
stub is relatively short and so the solution smoothness outweighs the losses
caused by the lossy material. To further minimise the losses, a thinner stub
with higher characteristic impedance Z0 = 95 Ω is assumed to realise the
matching.
4.5 Efficiency Equation And Calculation
The efficiency yield of this rectifier system may be found based on Equa-




0.5RL · v1,in · i∗1,in
(4.4)






FIGURE 4.9: Real antenna equivalent circuit where the available
power, together with the antenna internal impedance forms a
whole block as shown in the dashed grey square.
the values of v1,in and i∗1,in are read from the simulation in addition to RL, and
VL to calculate the efficiency.
For a real-world solution, the typical generator is replaced by a practical
antenna which, in fact, has two impacts:
• the internal impedance has non standard values which can be calcu-
lated from S Parameters using the relation:
ZA = RA + jXA = Z0
1 + S
1− S (4.5)
• the real component of this impedance has also two parts: RA = RR +RL
For the latter impact, a small modification is needed on the efficiency
equation. Figure 4.9 shows the generic antenna equivalent circuit where the
real component has two parts, the useful part RR which represents the radia-
tion impedance and is responsible for the transmission/reception of the EM
signal, and the losses part RL which has a zero value only in ideal antennas
and represents the losses inside the antenna material. On the other hand,
the reactive part XA in this representation accounts for both the EM and the
antenna material reactive contributions.
From an optimisation point of view, the imaginary part XA is compen-
sated for by the suitable choice of the subsequent reactive components. On
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FIGURE 4.10: Photo of the utilized antenna for the harvester.
the other hand, the optimisation solution does not account for losses in the
RL and considers the whole RA in the optimisation process. This would re-
sult in a best possible case that maximizes the efficiency output.
As for ideal antennas RL = 0 Ω and the whole RA = RR contributes to
the radiation/reception process. Consequently, there are no losses in the an-
tenna equivalent resistance. However, the power PRF that is received by the
antenna from the EM radiation experiences some loss due to the RL contri-
bution and becomes Pin at the rectifier input as shown in Figure 4.9. As the
losses are purely ohmic and all other antenna material contribution is merely
reactive, a simple correction factor α = Pin/PRF may be suggested such that a
coefficient (equal to the antenna radiation efficiency resulting from full wave
EM simulations) is multiplied by the available EM power at the input PRF









0.5RL · v1,in · i∗1,in
(4.6)
Therefore, the efficiency calculation equation in the simulation program is
simply multiplied by α to account for the antenna losses [127].
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FIGURE 4.11: Magnitude and phase of the measured S Param-
eters.
4.6 Circuit Optimisation And Realisation
Using the component values shown in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.8a, the suit-
able components for the design have been searched in the market. The corre-
sponding component models are placed into the circuit model and simulated
to compare the efficiency values with the initial scenario using ideal compo-
nents. The component selection process was carried out in a try-and-error
approach to reach best possible efficiency given the following conditions:
• The realised circuit should be frequency-selective to ensure that the har-
monics are well trapped within the rectifier section. That is, harmonics
leaking to the generator or the load are negligible.
• The real components must be as lossless as possible to minimise over-
head losses.
• The reactive components must preserve the same reactive behaviour
for the entire frequency range. In other words, a capacitor should stay
a capacitor for a large bandwidth before a self resonance frequency oc-
curs and changes its reactance sign.
The ideal components have been replaced by practical ones as shown in
Table 4.2. Also, the generator has been replaced by a shorted patch antenna
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Component Value Real Component
Cr1 = 20 pF GJM1555C1H200GB01
Cr2 = 2× 10 pF 2×GRM1885C1H100JA01
Ch = 0.3 pF GRM1555C1HR30WA01
TABLE 4.2: Real components that replace the ideal ones to be
included in the optimisation process.
[128], identified by its S Parameters response shown in Figure 4.11 and specif-
ically designed for this application as shown in Figure 4.10. The antenna is
represented in the simulation such that the voltage source stands for the re-
ceived wireless radiation, and the antenna S Parameters shown in Figure 4.11
can be used to calculate this voltage source internal impedance -ZA as seen
from the rectifier- at the corresponding frequency.
Empirically, it has been found that the most sensitive component in the
rectifier is the matching circuit capacitor that needs to keep its capacitive
behaviour up to 5 f0 before the first self resonance frequency2. Otherwise,
the efficiency suffers large decrease if this capacitor has sub optimum per-
formance. The second sensitive component is the rectifier first capacitor Cr1
which also needs to feature good frequency characteristics to ensure good
operation.
After placing these components in addition to the short circuit stub in the
schematic shown in Figure 4.12, an optimisation process has taken place to
optimise the dimensions of the stub in addition to the load resistor. The op-
timisation goal is to increase the efficiency using Equation 4.4 so that a min-
imum of 40% is achievable using real components assuming available power
Pin = −10 dBm at the rectifier input (exiting the antenna in Figure 4.1 to-
wards the rectifier). Table 4.3 shows the initial and final optimisation values
for the corresponding components.
Due to the optimisation process, the dimensions of the matching stub
2The model of the matching circuit input capacitor GRM1555C1HR30WA01 offers very good
frequency characteristics with respect to many other tried models even within the same
model family [129].
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FIGURE 4.12: Schematic of the optimized circuit using the real
components as modelled on ADS R©.
(a) Magnitude (b) Phase
FIGURE 4.13: Spectral analysis of the vin, and iin signal to the
optimised rectifier.
have been changed. The optimisation process has changed the role of the
matching stub towards minimising the exchanged power at harmonics with
n ≥ 2. This has been revealed by investigating the input signal spectrum of
the "matching" circuit vin and iin.
Figure 4.13 shows the magnitude and phase spectral analysis of the har-
monics at the input of the capacitor GRM1555C1HR30WA01. Except the funda-
mental frequency, all the higher harmonics have phase difference ≈ ±90◦
although their magnitudes are relatively high with respect to the fundamen-
tal. This means that the dissipated or gained power from the generator at
frequencies other than f0 is almost zero as the exchanged power is mainly
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Component Initial Final
Ltx = 5.9 mm 5.7 mm
Wtx = 0.52 mm 0.49 mm
RL 5 kΩ 6.44 kΩ
TABLE 4.3: Initial and final values for the optimised compo-
nents.






% f = 2.4 GHz
f = 2.42 GHz
f = 2.44 GHz
f = 2.46 GHz
f = 2.48 GHz
f = 2.5 GHz
FIGURE 4.14: Analysis of the rectifier efficiency across Pin =
−20 dBm to 0 dBm for a range of frequencies from f = 2.4 GHz
to 2.5 GHz.
reactive.
As a result of the optimisation process, an efficiency increase is obtained at
Pin = −10 dBm with respect to 3.75% if no matching circuit is used. Detailed
curves are drawn together with measurements’ results in Figure 4.19.
To, further, ensure that the optimizer has reached the optimum solution
for f0, an efficiency analysis for a range of frequencies from 2.4 GHz to 2.5 GHz
has been performed. Figure 4.14 shows evidently that the f = 2.48 GHz
curve has superior performance over all other curves at Pin = −10 dBm.
The layout of the circuit is realised using the Keysight Technologies ADS R©
Layout Editor, and the layout has been exported to Gerber R© files. Figure 4.15a
shows an image of the ADS R© Layout editor with the corresponding dimen-
sions, and Figure 4.15b shows the realised circuit on a FR4 board.
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h = 1.5 m
d = 1.5 m
FIGURE 4.16: Sketch of the calibration and measurement sce-
nario.
4.7 Measurements and Results
To measure the response of the rectenna in a real world environment, a cali-
bration process was done to estimate the FSL losses so that a fairly accurate
guess of the received power by the rectifier is possible. In this process a sim-
ple scenario that consists of a horn antenna transmitter and a short dipole
receiver is assumed with the spacing shown in Figure 4.16. The estimated
losses from this process will help to evaluate the available EM power when
the dipole is replaced by the receiving antenna of Figure 4.10 when the bore-
sights of the horn and the receiving energy harvesting antennas are aligned.
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Parameter Value Description
f0 = 2.48 GHz Operation frequency
GH = 10 dBi Horn gain
ηH,rad = −0.706 dB Horn radiation efficiency
GD = 2 dBi Dipole gain
ηD,rad = −0.706 dB Dipole radiation efficiency
LC1 = −2.25 dB Cable 1 losses
LC2 = −4.45 dB Cable 2 losses
d = 1.5 m Distance between Tx and Rx
h = 1.5 m Height of both antennas from
ground
TABLE 4.4: Parameters used to calculate the FSL of the mea-
surement scenario
4.7.1 FSL Calculation And Link Budget
In the calibration process, the parameters shown in Table 4.4 are used to esti-
mate the received power at the dipole.
The FSL in this scenario can be simply calculated using (3.1) so that LFSL =
−31.85 dB. This number, together with the values available from Table 4.4
will help to evaluate the received power at the dipole using the following
power budget equation:
PR = PT + LFSL + LC1 + LC2 + ηH,rad + ηD,rad = PT − 39.96 dB (4.7)
Therefore, if the horn antenna transmits a single tone at f0 with PT =
0 dBm, the received power by the antenna is simply −39.96 dBm. This num-
ber is, in fact, not distant from the mean measured value where the received
power is about < R, meas >= −39.5 dB. Figure 4.17 shows the power re-
ceived by the dipole at an instance of time for 0 dBm transmitted power.
To have −10 dBm EM power at the antenna side, (4.7) can be used to
account for the patch antenna shown in Figure 4.10 whose gain is Gpatch =
2.0 dBi without placing the radiation efficiency reduction factor as this will
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FIGURE 4.17: Spectrum analyzer reading of the received signal
by the dipole antenna.
(a) (b)
FIGURE 4.18: Rectenna measurement setting.
be included in the rectifier efficiency calculation. Therefore (4.7) becomes:
PT = PRF − LFSL − LC1 − ηH,rad = −10 + 31.85 + 2.25 + 0.706 = 24.8 dBm
(4.8)
4.7.2 Rectifier Measurement Settings And Results
The short dipole antenna shown in Figure 4.16 was replaced by the shorted
patch antenna together with the rectifying circuit where both are placed on
a card board and hooked on a short wooden mast as shown in Figure 4.18a,
two thin wires exit from the rectifier towards a potentiometer calibrated to
RL = 6.44 kΩ which represents the rectifier load. The resulting voltage on
the potentiometer is measured by a multi meter as shown in Figure 4.18b.
The response of the rectifier in terms of efficiency and voltage output
has been measured for a range of transmitted power from the maximum
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FIGURE 4.19: Efficiency and voltage output comparison as a
function of input power between initial, optimized, and mea-
sured circuit.
achievable level PT = 24.8 dBm (equivalent to PRF = −10 dBm) down to
PT = 14.8 dBm. Trying higher power levels is not guaranteed to give accu-
rate results because this would require to bring the shorted patch antenna
closer to the horn outside the far field region and/or increasing the transmit-
ted power level which already has maximum factory limits for the generator
transmitted power.
In Figure 4.19a the voltage output as a function of the input power Pin
for an optimally-loaded rectifier3 is shown for the initial circuit of Figure 4.6,
the optimised solution shown in Figure 4.12, and the measurement of the
realised circuit. Figure 4.19b, similarly, shows the efficiency comparison for
the aforementioned circuits.
The results shown in Figure 4.19 show that a considerable increase has
been achieved thanks to the matching circuit whose design has been altered
by the optimisation process to maximise the efficiency of the rectifier. The
voltage output is, generally speaking, in good accordance with the simulated
value although the efficiency shows higher swinging behaviour of measure-
ments with respect to simulations due to the squared proportionality to the
voltage output as demonstrated in (4.4). Up to about −15 dBm the measured
3Using the value RL = 6.44 kΩ
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efficiency is slightly lower than the simulated response. After this point, be-
haviour is changed and and the simulated becomes lower than the measured
and the difference is about 10% in the worst difference case.
4.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, a rectifier design has been introduced. Instead of using purely
lumped elements or purely distributed (microstrip) elements, a hybrid circuit
design has been used, particularly, for the matching circuit. This hybrid style
brings forward three benefits:
• Liberates the design from the restrictions of the available components
values in the market and allows higher degrees of freedom for the op-
timisation process.
• Reduces the circuit size with respect to purely distributed solutions. At
such frequency with a low-density board material such that of FR4, stub
lengths used for matching would become a serious issue if integration
with miniaturized circuits is to be considered.
• Losses in this case are acceptable and are potentially lower than the
completely distributed solution case. In particular, if realised on a lossy
substrate such as FR4 which has tan(δ) = 0.025. To the best of the writer
knowledge, this is the first time a good efficiency figure reaching 45% at
PRF = −10 dBm is reached on a FR4 board using lumped components
in the 2.4 GHz band.
As mentioned earlier, there is a slight discrepancy between the expected
efficiency behaviour from simulations and the actual measured values. As a
rule of thumb, this happens when a slight detuning of the elements exists. In
this situation, there are some flaws which require further future investigation
such as the close proximity of the short stub to the ground part right of the
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stub as shown in Figure 4.18a. The fringing effect of the stub line has not
been considered as only a simple transmission line model is used in ADS R©
instead of a full wave simulation. Another possible future work area may
be to investigate the impact of the component footprints because they form a
wave transition when the signal enters or exits the component. For all these
issues, a co-simulation and optimisation approach is advised. Today, some
commercial software are capable of doing such task so that the nonlinear part
is simulated, and the linear part is optimized (e.g. by changing dimensions)
using a planar form of full wave simulator -frequently called Two And A
Half D (2.5D)-. This approach can quickly and efficiently give more accurate






It has been mentioned in chapter 1 that the suitable choice of the modelling
approach in the propagation medium is important to shorten simulation times
and have a more accurate estimation of the received power by the harvesting
antenna. In this part, I will introduce to a recent work that has been accepted
for publishing [106], and shows a promising method developed on purpose
for the accurate estimation of the available power used for the harvester de-
sign as the one introduced in chapter 4 to simulate propagation scenarios
typically found in harsh industrial environments for potential future IoT ap-
plications.
5.2 Introduction
The importance of battery-less network sensors, and the future application
of IoT has been highlighted in chapter 1. Therefore, Personal Area Network
(PAN), and Body Area Network (BAN) network terminals, in addition to
industrial network terminals utilising protocols such as LoRa and span a
few centimetres should be easily powered up without battery. Therefore, for
these terminals it is important to accurately estimate the available wireless
power when they are placed in a real world scenario in operation.





FIGURE 5.1: Conceptual comparison between the FD and IE
meshing techniques.
In light of the previous scenario, we should be able to accurately esti-
mate the available EM power to networks sensors (measuring a few cm2)
and placed in vicinity to the power transmitter (within a distance around,
say, 5λ0). In practice, such scenario is very difficult to get solved accurately
because:
• It may not always be a near field scenario and so applying the typi-
cal FD analysis (in particular when there are many metallic reflections)
when the propagation dimensions exceed 5λ0. In which case, the solu-
tion mesh to such large problem would not always be time efficient or
even accurately solved.
• It may not always be a far field scenario to switch to an efficient ray
tracing approach.
Alternatively, we propose a method based on the reciprocity theorem con-
cept and the IE technique [130] to propose a fast calculation approach to ob-
tain more accurate simulation results. The strength of this approach comes
from the fact that the solution mesh dimensions grow less quickly than the
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Tx antenna
Rx antenna P1 Rx antenna P2
FIGURE 5.2: Snapshot of the simulated scenario. The Tx an-
tenna is shown ahead of the propagation medium. There are
two positions for the the receiving antenna points (P1) and (P2).
Detailed spacing is shown in Table 5.1
typical vacuum 3D mesh when the dimensions are increased. To simplify the
concept, a simple parallel plates scenario as shown in Figure 5.1. If the dis-
tance between them is increased, the typical FD techniques will suffer from
a linear increase of the mesh cells, while the number of the surface cells as
shown in Figure 5.1b will remain constant regardless of the distance.
The result is a much faster simulation time to obtain the superficial electric
fields and deploy them in an equation found from the reciprocity theorem to
find the transmitted power between Tx and Rx.
The rigorous approach proposed in [131] will be briefly revisited for the
sake of clarity, and its adjustment to a real world propagation scenario will be
discussed. The scenario consists of an illuminating Tx antenna which trans-
mits the energy at a single frequency towards a semi closed metallic box as
shown in Figure 5.2 that simplifies generic harsh electromagnetic environ-
ments such as a production line in an industrial ambience.
To model the impact of harsh industrial environment a metallic cuboid
was placed in the box in addition to some sensors Rx antennas that are in-
stalled as shown in Figure 5.2. Using the IE solver of CST R© Microwave studio
[132], we will evaluate the electromagnetic fields on a virtual surface Σ as de-
scribed later, use the obtained values in the proposed equation to obtain the
value of the received power, and compare the results with those of the CST R©
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[132] time domain solver and practical measurements of a realized model.
5.3 Theoretical Background
Based on the reciprocity theorem concept, if a source is placed at port A to
supply a linear electric circuit, and a meter is placed at port B to get readings,
then one will obtain the same readings if the devices are swapped between
points A and B. The same concept is generalised for EM propagation based
on Maxwell’s equations. This theorem, has many useful implications which
can be used to facilitate real world problems. Based on [131], and [133], the


















FIGURE 5.3: Conceptual representation of the chosen surface Σ,
and the theoretical model used.
The equation shown in (5.1) has been found starting from the reciprocity
theorem based on the choice of the closed surface Σ as shown in Figure 5.3.
This surface includes a transmitter antenna represented by a current density
vector JS located at a specific point in a space identified by the Cartesian unit
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vectors (x̂, ŷ, ẑ). The surface has been chosen such that it includes the Tx an-
tenna and extends to ‖r‖ = +∞. However the receiver antenna, represented
by a horn in Figure 5.3, is placed at a definite r such that it is formulated as
the dashed line shows.
Based on the reciprocity theory, the integral part in (5.1) approaches zero
for ‖r‖ = +∞ because there will be no exchanged electromagnetic power be-
tween Rx and Tx antennas at distant points. The same applies for the integral
over the perfect Perfect Electric Conductor (PEC) surface of the Rx antenna
as they perfectly reflect the electric fields. The only remaining exception will
be the Rx antenna aperture surface Σa as shown in the figure.
Hence, the integral problem is reduced to a finite space Σa to solve (5.1)
by knowing the integral part over Σa. It is worthwhile noting that no far field
approximation is involved in this treatment and this simple approach will
also work for near field problems if the Tx antenna can be approximated by
a point current density source JS as shown in Figure 5.3. The calculation of
(5.1) is done on two steps as imposed by the reciprocity theorem:
• A suitable surface was chosen to read the E and H values from and
deploy them in (5.1). In the studied case this suitable surface may be
planar box aperture. In the CST R© model, this has been set by assuming
a thin cuboid of vacuum located at the box aperture and collect the
values from the large outer surface.
• The Rx antenna works in reception mode and the electric and mag-
netic fields impressed on surface Σa by the transmitter JS are ES and
HS, respectively. These fields cause the Rx antenna to work as a cur-
rent source with value Jeq whose internal admittance is given by Y(ω).
When the load of the antenna in this mode is completely matched, the
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• The role of the Rx antenna is flipped and works as a transmitter. In
order to maximize its transmitted power it should be matched at the
transmission frequency to the generator whose internal resistance is Rg
and its voltage source is U. In this case this antenna will generate the
impressed electric and magnetic fields EH, HH on the surface Σa, re-
spectively. Similar to the case above, complete matching guarantees
maximum power transfer which happens when ZR = Rg = 50Ω in the
present case.
In (5.1) Jeq is the equivalent current source of the Rx antenna in reception
mode. Jeq generates a current response inside the antenna load.
5.4 Simulated Prototype
5.4.1 Model Description
Figure 5.2 shows the simulated scenario. It is made of a carton box where
inner side is illuminated by a transmitting antenna Tx located at a distance
36 cm from the box aperture. Inside it there is a smaller metallic cuboid which
blocks the line of sight between Tx and Rx (P1). All of the surfaces inside the
box, except for the antennas, are metallized with aluminium foil.
The Rx antenna at P1 has been tried with co and cross polar position
where it has been rotated 90◦ around its axis. Another location P2 as defined
in Table 5.1 has also been tried in the simulation. The inner dimensions of
the carton box are 57.5 cm× 37.5 cm× 33.5 cm assuming that εr = 1.77 and
tanδ = 0.023 as measured in [134], for the electromagnetic wave solver.








Y(ω) = (0.025 + 0.0011i) S
Prad = 0.207 W
η = 41.5%
a HPBW:halfpower beamwidth.
b SLL:side lobe level.
(b) Characteristics
FIGURE 5.4: Snapshot of the patch antenna used for the Tx and
Rx antennas, and the corresponding parameters.
It is also assumed that the lining aluminium thickness is 100 µm with the
default electric properties in CST R© used in the simulation. The smaller box
inside measures 19 cm× 22.5 cm× 16.3 cm and is completely covered with
foil.
The Tx antenna has been set such that it is axially aligned with the box at
distance 36 cm from the box aperture. The Rx antenna in the first case is put
at height 6.9 cm from the box bottom behind the obstruction and was tried
with two orientations. The third case was tried with the same Rx antenna at
a different location (P2) inside the box as shown in Figure 5.2.
Both the Tx and Rx antennas have been realized using patch antenna
structure shown in Figure 5.4 with ROGERS4360 substrate with εr = 6.15
and tanδ = 0.0038. They have been designed to radiate at f = 2.4 GHz,
and they measure 2.5 cm× 2.5 cm each. Table 5.1 lists the exact locations for
all the objects in the simulated scenario, while in Figure 5.4b the simulation
output of the electric parameters of the utilized patch antenna are listed.
The TD solver runs as usual, whereas the following steps have been done
to obtain the results using the IE solver approach :
• Discrete simulation for both the Tx and Rx antennas is made to identify
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Object Location
Tx Distance 36 cm axis alignedfrom box aperture with box’s axis
Rx(P1) Height 6.9 cm Displacement 20.7 cmfrom bottom from inner left
Rx(P2) Height 6.9 cm Displacement 9.5 cmfrom bottom from box inner face
Obstruction Depth 15.5 cm towards Displacement 20.5 cminside from box aperture from inner left
TABLE 5.1: location of objects and antennas in the simulated
scenario, and patch antenna characteristics
their internal impedance ZR and admittance Y(ω). Using the E and H
fields values exported from CST R©, we can directly use the Tx antenna
radiation pattern into the IE solver and so we can flexibly locate and
direct the Tx antenna.
• For a propagation scenario, we identify a surface Σ between the Tx
and Rx antennas. In theory, this surface contains the Tx antenna and
extends in the manner explained in Section 5.3. In practice, the IE
solver gives results just for the defined surfaces. Therefore, we define
a suitably-enclosed air surface that extends over the aperture and uti-
lize the results of just one surface (i.e. the tangential surface to the box
aperture and we consider this surface as Σa).
• The Tx antenna, is located in the desired location and directed as re-
quired, the simulation is run and both the electric ES and magnetic HS
fields values for each point of the surface points PΣ are evaluated.
• The same is repeated for the Rx antenna and the EH and HH values
over Σa are saved.
• A post-processing script is used to read the results from the exported E
and H fields, and apply the equation in (5.1) to obtain the value of Jeq.
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• The current value obtained is used to calculate the received power as-
suming a matched load to find the ratio Pout/Prad between received and
radiated power, and compare this value against S21 obtained from TD
solver.
The excitation signal of the Tx antenna is assumed to be equal to 0.5 W
such that for efficiency η = 41.5% the radiated power Prad = 0.207 W as
shown in Figure 5.4b This yields a voltage source value U = 9.052 V, to gen-
erate the corresponding radiated power.
5.4.2 Simulation Results
The described scenario has been prototyped on CST R© and simulated using
the TD solver, and the IE solver to benchmark the accuracy and performance
results. The scenario comprises three cases:
• Co-polar orientation at P1.
• Cross-polar orientation at P1.
• Co-polar orientation at P2.
Table 5.2 shows the results of the IE and TD simulation comparing their
results. The time taken to perform each type of simulation is mentioned in
Table 5.3 on an 2 GHz-intel R©Xeon R© processor on a machine with 32GB of
RAM.
IE TD∥∥Jeq∥∥ Pout PoutPrad ‖S21‖2
Case mA µW dB dB
a) 1.65 41.93 -35.33 -39.18
b) 0.402 2.48 -47.60 -46.43
c) 0.874 11.73 -40.86 -48.32
TABLE 5.2: Comparison between calculated values by IE and
TD methods.
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Suggested method
Case Patch Simulation IE TD
a)
20 min
29 min 17 h, 28 min
b) 26 min 17 h 46 min
c) 28 min 16 h 34 min
TABLE 5.3: Comparison between simulation time taken by IE
and TD methods.
From Table 5.3 it is evident that while the IE solver takes much shorter
time than the TD solver, there is no significant change in the amount of re-
ceived power calculated by IE as demonstrated in Table 5.2. The difference
between these results may be attributed to the mathematical difference be-
tween the two approaches where the solving domain is much larger in the
case of TD solver compared to the case of IE.
With reference to Figure 5.1 ss a vacuum-based problem the modelled
scenario requires more than 18 million cells for the TD simulation, while just
less than 29500 trianglular cells are required for the surface-based IE solver.
This huge difference between the two approaches positively impacts on both
the required solution time and accuracy.
5.5 Measurements
Using a Hittite R© HMC-T210 the Tx antenna has been fed to generate the
transmission signal to illuminate the box shown in Figure 5.5. Inside this
box, the Rx antenna has been placed in the positions shown in Table 5.1 and
connected to Agilent Technologies R© N1996A spectrum analyzer to measure
the received power for the aforementioned cases.
A scan from −10dBm to 20dBm range for the transmitted power has been
performed for each of the three cases and the corresponding received power
has been registered for a 30-sample-sliding-window average-based marker
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FIGURE 5.5: Snapshot of the realized testbed.
for sweep time 187.18 ms to average the impact of surrounding wireless de-
vices working at the same frequency.
In order to quantify the difference between simulations and measure-
ments, the cables’ losses have been excluded from the received power using
(4.7). Also, the mean Pmeasout for the aforementioned power range is calculated.
The bar chart shown in Figure 5.6 compares Psimout values for both TD sim-
ulation and the IE-based model with the received measured power in the
prototype shown in Figure 5.5. The IE-based model evidently gives closer
results to real world measurements than the TD solver.








































FIGURE 5.6: Comparison of the received power Pout between
measurements (MEasurements), IE-based model (IE model),
and the TD solver results (TD solver).
5.6 Conclusion
Using the reciprocity theorem, a formula that can benefit from the IE solver
has been utilised to deploy this efficient solver, and hence allowing very ef-
ficient and fast calculation about twnety times shorter than regular FD ap-
proach. This is potentially useful for WPT applications in semi reverbera-
tion metallic environments where the major concern is how much energy is
transferred to the network terminals rather than a detailed EM problem diag-
nosis. Although it does not help to obtain other detailed information about
coupling and de-tuning of elements due to nearby metallic structures, the
results are closer to measurements than the other approach. The significant
save of the simulation time makes it a worthwhile substitution of FD solver.
Although the FD solver is more rigorous and provides much more de-
tail for full-wave simulations, it renders diminishing performance when the
problem size exceeds, empirically, 5λ0.
The results reported here are interesting to investigate more pronounced
scenarios with more complicated structure and aperture forms that can give
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rise to a resonant cavity or surface wave behaviour. In addition to that, multi-
frequency and ultra wide band energy harvesting applications can poten-
tially benefit from a more developed version of this framework to foster the





The presented thesis summarises a three-year work period for the PhD pro-
gramme on "Terahertz and Millimetric Rectennas." As explained and cate-
gorized in the text: the optimized energy harvesting system is based on the
assumption of optimizing all of the receiver, the transmitter, and the link be-
tween the two.
The optimization of the receiver, which mainly comprises the nonlinear
diode rectifier, is better approached by two categories. That is; low frequency
and high frequency rectifier design. For the former, an explanation of the the-
ory of operation and the design steps have been presented in subsection 2.2.1
and chapter 4, respectively. The literature review of this part reveals a well
converged theoretical background among different authors.
On the other hand, the high frequency rectifier design reveals a more in-
dividual approach for the adopted models and the resulting output. As the
oscillation frequency increases, the necessity arises to adopt quantum models
for the rectifier device. With quantum models, there is merely a consensus
among authors on the best model that describes the tunnelling rectifier oper-
ation. A brief recap of the frequently-utilized models is depicted in Figure 2.8
to help to order the models in terms of their theoretical basis, accuracy, etc.
As shown in Figure 2.21 even for the same model, the adaptive mesh option
leaves space for a try-and-error approach for the accuracy of the transmission
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probability calculation. For all of the above, it is important to define a frame-
work to treat these issues and industrialise the fabrication of these quantum
tunnelling devices in any future trial.
The transmitter part, on the other hand, shows a very strong space-dependent
behaviour between the Tx and Rx so that the transmitted power drops sharply
within a very small distance as shown in Table 3.1. This is due to the well-
known FSL and reflects how important it is to minimise the propagation and
circuit losses. As discussed in the corresponding chapter, the TMA technique
aims at minimising the circuit losses. Although the concept shows good and
positive results for the lower GHz band, the co-simulation reveals some chal-
lenges for the 28 GHz band due to the corresponding nonlinear behaviour of
the MIM diode in addition to the reasons explained in chapter 3. It might
be said that a metric which measures the similarity between an ideal and a
realistic diode can help estimate the performance of the TMA system.
The FDA strongly shows good development potentiality thanks to the
space-dependent radiation pattern as shown in Figure 3.14. This is a very
important aspect to treat the natural obstruction posed by the FSL law to
focus the radiated power just at interested areas.
The propagation problem seems quite important for the next generation
of distributed sensors. As the very soon application will be for middle-range
applications, it is important to adopt the methods that take into account the
near field behaviour without losing accuracy due to rounding and precision
errors. Starting from a theorem to reach a relationship of the power transmit-
ted from Tx to Rx using their electromagnetic fields gives a well-established
framework to calculate the transmitted power towards the receiver. The ini-
tial work done in chapter 5 reveals good and encouraging results for pla-
nar interfacing surfaces. Therefore, more complicated surface forms may be
studied in future research to make the findings more generalisable for struc-
tures of different shapes.
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In the end, I would like to emphasise, apart from the scientific discussion,
that a very important aspect of the research strategy is to respect the subjec-
tivity of the presented material during the literature review. In other words,
it is always difficult to balance between positivism which imposes repeata-
bility of results and phenomenology which recognises the individuality of each
experiment. I shall note that, particularly for the quantum part, it has been
difficult to frequently obtain the same results from multiple papers given the
same input parameters. A possible way to treat this problem is to consider
using machine learning and artificial intelligence for industrial production
instead of adopting a single theoretical framework. This concept is still at the
beginning but seems to offer higher flexibility for mass production of devices






1 %% ------------------------- TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION
-------------------------
2 M={'M1','M2'}; % Step (transition) names.
3 xs = -2; %Start coordinates of the observation window
4 xe = 4; %End coordinates of the observation window
5 dx = 0.005; %Step size between subsequent calculations
6 xt = [0, 1]; % Steps x coordinates
7 Ep = [0, 0.8, 0]; %potential energy values before the first
, between and after the last step.
8 m = 1; % Effective mass for the particle
9 E = linspace (1,5, 100); % particle energy
10
11 %% -------------------------- TUNNEL MODELLING
--------------------------
12 [sys , E] = Epot(M, xt, Ep, m, E); % Wavevector system
construction
13 TES = matrix(sys); % T matrix system construction
14 [x,psi ,rho]= psirho(sys ,dx,xs,xe,TES , E); % Calculation of
wave function & prob
LISTING A.1: Wave function calculation for U = 0.8 eV
1
2 %% ------------------------- MODEL CONSTRUCTION
-------------------------
3 clear all
4 V = -3:0.05:3;
5 phis = 0.275;
6 phil = 0.75;
7 x_stp = 0.01;
8 L = 5;
9 K = 8;
10 T = 300;
11 Jtunm=Simmons(phis , phil , x_stp , V, L, K);
12 [~, Phix , x_zero , phiav] = Simpot(phis , phil , x_stp , V, L,
K);
13 phim = max(Phix ');
14 Jthm = 1.201e2*T^2*exp(-1.16e4*phim/T).*(1-exp(-1.16e4*abs(
V)/T));
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15 J = Jtunm + Jthm;
LISTING A.2: Main script to calculate Simmons tunnelling
current
1 %% ****************** Simmons model for a tunneling diode
******************
2 % This file is based on the original Simmons model
suggested by Simmons in
3 % his paper "Generalized Formula for the Electric Tunnel
Effect
4 % between Similar Electrodes Separated by a Thin Insulating
Film" in the
5 % Journal of Applied Physics Vol.34, No. 6 (1963).
6 % Created on 20/02/2017
7 %
************************************************
8 %The input arguments are shown below
9 function J=Simmons(phis , phil , x_stp , V, L, K)
10 %Where V in [v], Phis & phil 're in [eV] correspond to the
lower (cathode) and upper (anode) barrier hights L in [
nm], and K is the relative dielectric permittivity to
account for the image potential effect
11 % The subsequent constants are the results of my
calculations to facilitate computation on the machine
12 %****************** CONSTANTS ALONG THE CODE
******************
13 J0 = 6.2e10; % is in [A*Angestrom2 /(V.cm2)]
14
15 %****************** Approximations ******************
16 B =1; %integral correction coefficient and is considered =1
for ease;
17 %s = L; %Barrier thickness in [nm]is considered to be
approximately equal to the physical one disregarding the
image potential effect
18
19 %****************** RUN ******************
20 switch nargin
21 case 6
22 % Get barrier function , zeros crossing , and average over
higher Fermi:
23 [x, Phix , x_zero , phiav] = Simpot(phis , phil , x_stp , V, L,
K);
24 dels = 10*( x_zero(:, 2) - x_zero(:, 1))'; % Now delta s is
in Angestrom units
25 phiav = phiav '; %Transpose the averaged phi matrix
26 S1 = phiav.*exp ( -1.025* dels.*sqrt(phiav));
27 S2 = (phiav + abs(V)).*exp ( -1.025* dels.*sqrt(phiav + abs(V)
));
28 J = J0*(S1 - S2)./(B*dels).^2;




32 % Get barrier function , zeros crossing , and average over
higher Fermi:
33 [x, Phix , x_zero , phiav] = Simpot(phis , phil , x_stp , V, L);
34 dels = 10*( x_zero(:, 2) - x_zero(:, 1))'; % Now delta s is
in Angestrom units
35 phiav = phiav '; %Transpose the averaged phi matrix
36 S1 = phiav.*exp ( -1.025* dels.*sqrt(phiav));
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37 S2 = (phiav + abs(V)).*exp ( -1.025* dels.*sqrt(phiav + abs(V)
));
38 J = J0*(S1 - S2)./(B*dels).^2;
39 %The 1.025 constant results from multiplying several
constants
40 otherwise
41 disp('Invalid entry , please try again');
42 end;
LISTING A.3: Tunneling current calculation based on Simmons
model [34]
1 %% ************** Potential barrier function **************
2 %Mazen Shanawani 17/02/2017
3 function [x, Phix , x_zero , phiav] = Simpot(phis , phil ,
x_stp , v, L, K) %Phix = Simpot(phis , phil , x, L, K, v)
4 % ********* Where *********
5 % phis is the smaller barrier height (cathode) %phil is the
larger barrier height (anode)
6 % x_stp is the x axis step in [nm]
7 % L is the insulator thickness in [nm]
8 % v is the voltage range matrix (user defined)
9 % K is the realtive dielectricity constant AT HIGH
FREQUENCIES
10 % Phix is a 2D matrix with rows representing Phi(x) values
WRT x coordinates entered above.
11 % The function can calculate with/without image potential
included based on nargin.
12 x_zero= zeros(length(v), 2); %declare x_zero
13 phiav = zeros(length(v), 1); %declare phiav
14 switch nargin
15 case 6
16 % ********* Attnetion *********
17 % The hyperbolic term is just an appriximation , DON 'T PASS
ZERO VALUES FOR
18 % X. Sugg: start from 0.05 [nm].
19 x = 0.05: x_stp:L -0.05;
20 Phix = zeros(length(v), length(x)); %declare Phix for speed
21 fun = @(xi, ph1 , ph2 , vlt , thick , dielec) ph1 -(ph1 - ph2 +
vlt).*xi/thick - 0.288* thick ./( dielec*xi.*( thick -xi));
22 for l = 1: length(v)
23 if v(l) >=0 % Forward bias & phis has the lower voltage
24 %The following finds the phi(x) function
25 Phix(l, :) = fun(x, phis , phil , v(l), L, K);
26 %The following finds the intersection points with the upper
Fermi level
27 x_zero(l, :) = insecphi(phis , phil , v(l), L, K);
28 %The following integrates the phi(x) over the range from s1
to s2 as stated by Simmons. The integral results has
been found by integrating the potential equation.
29 phiav(l, 1) = (phis*( x_zero(l, 2) - x_zero(l, 1)) - ...
30 (phis - phil + v(l))*( x_zero(l, 2)^2 - x_zero(l, 1)^2) /(2*L
) - ...
31 0.288* log(x_zero(l, 2)/x_zero(l, 1))/K +...
32 0.288* log((L - x_zero(l, 2))/(L - x_zero(l, 1)))/K)...
33 /( x_zero(l, 2) - x_zero(l, 1));
34 else % Reverse bias & phil has the lower voltage
35 %Everything is repeated here for the negative v
36 Phix(l, :) = fun(x, phil , phis , -v(l), L, K);
37 % The insecphi function NEEDS the negative voltage to know
38 % how to calculate
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39 x_zero(l, :) = insecphi(phis , phil , v(l), L, K);
40 phiav(l, 1) = (phil*( x_zero(l, 2) - x_zero(l, 1)) - ...
41 (phil - phis - v(l))*( x_zero(l, 2)^2 - x_zero(l, 1)^2) /(2*L
) - ...
42 0.288* log(x_zero(l, 2)/x_zero(l, 1))/K +...
43 0.288* log((L - x_zero(l, 2))/(L - x_zero(l, 1)))/K)...




48 x = 0:x_stp:L; % Calculation will be done without image
potential
49 Phix = zeros(length(v), length(x)); %declare Phix for speed
50 fun = @(xi, ph1 , ph2 , vlt , thick) ph1 -(ph1 - ph2 + vlt).*xi
/thick ;
51 for l = 1: length(v)
52 if v(l) >=0 % Forward bias & phis has the lower voltage
53 %The following finds the phi(x) function
54 Phix(l, :) = fun(x, phis , phil , v(l), L);
55 %Phix(l, :) = phis -(phis - phil +v(l)).*x/L -0.288*L./(K*x
.*(L-x));
56 %The following finds the intersection points with the upper
Fermi level
57 x_zero(l, :) = insecphi(phis , phil , v(l), L);
58 %The following integrates the phi(x) over the range from s1
to s2
59 %as stated by Simmons
60 phiav(l, 1) = (phis*( x_zero(l, 2) - x_zero(l, 1)) - ...
61 (phis - phil + v(l))*( x_zero(l, 2)^2 - x_zero(l, 1)^2) /(2*L
))...
62 /( x_zero(l, 2) - x_zero(l, 1));
63 else % Reverse bias & phil has the lower voltage
64 %Everything is repeated here for the negative v
65 Phix(l, :) = fun(x, phil , phis , -v(l), L);
66 % The insecphi function NEEDS the negative voltage to know
67 % how to calculate
68 x_zero(l, :) = insecphi(phis , phil , v(l), L);
69 phiav(l, 1) = (phil*( x_zero(l, 2) - x_zero(l, 1)) - ...
70 (phil - phis + v(l))*( x_zero(l, 2)^2 - x_zero(l, 1)^2) /(2*L
))...




75 disp('Invalid input , please try again');
76 end;
LISTING A.4: Potential barrier calculation function
1 function out = calc_V(in, x_grd , K_LRS , L_LRS , V_bias)
2 %This function will calculate the potential energy profile
across the whole system structure using the work
function and affinity values provided through the matrix
(in).
3 %Where in: Is the work function and affinities matrix
4 out = zeros(1, length(x_grd)+1);
5 %
###############################################################
6 % VOLTAGE PROFILE FINDING STEPS
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7 %
###############################################################
8 %A) VOLTAGE DROP ACROSS DIFFERENT INSULATORS:
9 %Find the voltage drop across each layer taking into
account the electric
10 %displacement continuity condition.
11 Vj = zeros(size(K_LRS));
12 SUM = sum(L_LRS./K_LRS);
13 Vj = (V_bias -in(end) + in(1))*(L_LRS./K_LRS)/SUM ;
14 clear SUM
15
16 %B)Find the border points between different layers and
their indices
17 x_brd = find_bord(x_grd , L_LRS);
18 x_brd_ind = zeros(size(x_brd));
19 for i = 1: length(x_brd)
20 x_brd_ind(i) = find(x_grd == x_brd(i));
21 end;
22
23 %C)Find the cumulative matrix of voltage drop across the
layers
24 cum_Vj = [0 cumsum(Vj)]; %We pad the voltage drop matrix
with 0 from the
25 %left because we have no accumulative voltage drop in the
first layer
26
27 %D)Loop through to build the potential energy profile
28 j = 0; %Index for the layer order
29 %The first element out(1)= 0 is obviously zero
30 %The middle elements are calculated as follows
31 for i=2:( length(x_grd))
32 if sum(find(i-1 == x_brd_ind)) > 0 %If we are at a border
point , then
33 j = j+1;
34 end
35 out(i) = in(1) ;
36 out(i) = out(i) - in(j+1) ;
37 out(i) = out(i) - cum_Vj(j) ;
38 out(i) = out(i) -Vj(j)*(x_grd(i)-x_brd(j))/L_LRS(j);
39 end
40 %The last element is calculated according to the following
equation
41 out(end) = in(1) - in(end) - cum_Vj(end) ;
LISTING A.5: Potential profile calculation for multi-insulatore
structures
1
2 '----------------------------------List of variables used
in this script ----------------------------------
3 Public mcr_freq As Double 'Multiples of GHz
4 Public mcr_freq_step As Double 'Steps of MHz for the FDA
array
5 Public mcr_freq_var As Double 'Inner frequency variable
inside the DO loop
6 Public mcr_port_num As Integer 'Number of ports for FDA
array
7 Public F_folder As String 'Destination folder name
8
9 Dim i As Integer 'Variable for the DOI loop
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10 Dim k As Integer 'Variable for the inner FOR loop
11
12 DialogFunc% = True 'do not exit the dialog
13
14 mcr_freq = CDbl(DlgText("freq"))
15 mcr_freq_step = CDbl(DlgText("freq_step"))
16 mcr_port_num = CInt(DlgText("port_num"))
17
18 i = 0
19 'Open myFile For Output As #1
20 Do While i <= mcr_port_num - 1
21 mcr_freq_var = mcr_freq + i*mcr_freq_step




25 'Write #1, "Folder Created for F" , mcr_freq_Int , "_" ,
mcr_freq_var




29 'Write #1, "file farfield (f=", mcr_freq_Int , ".",
mcr_freq_var , ") [", k, "]", "Selected !"
30 With ASCIIExport
31 .Reset
32 .FileName(F_folder & "\El_"&CStr(k)&".txt")
33 .Execute
34 End With
35 'Write #1, "El_", k, ".txt Created inside F", mcr_freq_Int ,
"_", mcr_freq_var
36 Next
37 i = i + 1
38 Loop
39 'Close #1
LISTING A.6: Nested loops for radiation pattern exportation
from CST Microwave Studio R©
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